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Chapter 1641: Catastrophe 

An excited expression involuntarily surged into Xiao Yan’s eyes as he looked at the 
brilliant lotus floating on the sea of fire. There was no longer any of the so called Origin 
Qi remaining in the current Dou Qi continent. This meant that there would no longer be 
anyone who could advance into the Dou Di class. 

Hun Tiandi had obtained the Di tier embryonic pill. This had given him the opportunity to 
step into the Dou Di class. The only hope of Xiao Yan and the alliance army was this 
Ancient God inheritance. 

There was only two ways remaining to advance into the Dou Di class in the current 
continent. This was because only the Di tier embryonic pill and the Ancient God 
inheritance contained the two remaining Origin Qi in this world! 

“My inheritance requires one to have a stone like heart. As long as a single thread of 
thought exist, one would never be destroyed!” 

The Tou She Ancient God looked at the excited Xiao Yan. He smiled faintly and flicked 
his finger. That brilliant flame lotus slowly landed. Finally, it was suspended above Xiao 
Yan’s head. 

“Hu…” 

Xiao Yan inhaled a deep breath of air. He quickly calmed himself. All distractions had 
been eliminated with his determination. 

“Buzz buzz!” 

The fire lotus emitted a strange luster. After which, it slowly descended and directly 
penetrated through Xiao Yan’s skin and landed inside his mind. 

“Bang!” 

Xiao Yan’s body immediately turned red after the fire lotus entered. A terrifying endless 
energy that caused one to be stunned spread within his body at a terrifying speed. In 
the blink of an eye, the veins within Xiao Yan’s body had swelled. An intense pain 
spread throughout his meridians. 

Perspiration fell crazily out of the pores of Xiao Yan’s body like a stream. His body had 
also shrunk many times within a short instant. That originally skinny body of his had 
become just like a monkey with skin over his bones. 



Pain covered Xiao Yan’s face as his perspiration fell like a waterfall. That intense pain 
caused his face to become a little distorted. 

The Tou She Ancient God watched this scene. His expression was calm. If Xiao Yan 
was unable to even endure through this initial stage, receiving the inheritance would be 
nothing but a joke. 

Xiao Yan’s body was shrinking wildly within the sea of fire. Both of his eyes were 
suddenly opened at this moment. His eyes had exploded into a cluster of bloody fog. 

“Bang!” 

Both eyes burst apart. Soon after, explosions were emitted from all over Xiao Yan’s 
body. Subsequently, his body was directly exploded because of the terrifying strength 
from the inheritance! 

The Tou She Ancient God twitched his brow slightly upon seeing this. Now was the 
moment that the inheritance had begun. However, if Xiao Yan was unable to do as he 
said, the inheritance would not only be a failure but both Xiao Yan’s physical body and 
soul would also suffer an extremely serious injury. 

“Have I failed…” 

Xiao Yan’s soul looked at the blood foy that spread. He could sense a weak feeling 
spreading from deep within his soul. That feeling gave him an impulse to fall into a giddy 
slumber. 

However, this impulse had only just appeared when Xiao Yan suddenly woke up. He 
was aware that he was currently at an extremely dangerous moment. If he was to 
simply fall into a slumber, even his soul would gradually scatter in the world. 

“My physical body is too weak. I am unable to endure the strength of the inheritance. 
However, now that my physical body is destroyed, how can I absorb the energy?” 

Xiao Yan’s soul agglomerated into a transparent light cluster. He was currently in a 
difficult position. Without a physical body, he was unable to absorb the inheritance 
energy. However, refining a physical body required many complicated steps. Where 
would he find the time to refine a physical body now? 

“A heart like a stone. As long as a single thread of thought exist, one would never be 
destroyed!” 

The soul light cluster flickered wildly. At this critical moment, however, Xiao Yan’s 
somewhat anxious heart had began to calm down. His mind recalled the words that the 
Tou She Ancient God had mentioned earlier and came to a comprehension. 



The soul light cluster he had turned into suddenly flickered intensely as his heart came 
to a comprehension. There was a brilliant light shooting out from within his soul. If one 
was to look carefully, one would find that it was surprisingly that fire lotus seed. 

After this brilliant light shot out, the blood fog that originally scattered suddenly began to 
shrink in a strange manner. After which, a mysterious scene appeared. One could see 
the blood fog gathering rapidly and enveloping around the soul light cluster. Within a 
short moment, it had once again formed a living physical body. 

Xiao Yan rejoiced in his heart after the physical body was formed. He could sense that 
the physical body he had formed this time around was actually much stronger than 
earlier. 

“Creation amidst destruction. Continuously creating a new physical body to adapt to the 
inheritance strength…” 

Xiao Yan’s eyes flickered. An excited expression vaguely flashed across them. 
However, this excitement did not continue for long before the flame lotus once again 
emitted a terrifying strength, which could cause the entire world to tremble. 

“Bang!” 

The physical body that Xiao Yan had just formed had once again exploded into a bloody 
fog under the assault of the energy. This time around, even his soul itself felt an intense 
pain. 

“A heart as firm as stone and one will never be destroyed!” 

Xiao Yan did not panic after having already comprehended the situation in his heart. He 
focused his mind and did not allow any distractions to appear. 

The blood fog that exploded once again gathered as Xiao Yan’s mind and soul 
remained focus. In the blink of an eye, it had once again formed an even stronger new 
physical body. 

“Boom boom boom!” 

A continuous stream of low and deep sound appeared within the sea of fire. Xiao Yan’s 
body continued to be agglomerate and explode in a repeated manner. It was as though 
a perfect cycle had been formed. 

A smile rose on the Tou She Ancient God’s face as he watched this scene. He nodded 
gently. This lad’s comprehension was quite good. No wonder he was able to reach such 
a stage at a young age. Moreover, the most valuable aspect was that rock like 
determination and perseverance. 



“It looks like my mission is going to come to an end soon…” 

The Tou She Ancient God smiled. His tone contained a faint feeling of being freed 

Time flew by amidst the training. Without realising it, a year had swiftly passed. 

Xiao Yan had experienced countless number of destructions and rebirth during this one 
year. In the face of this cycle, even Xiao Yan’s mind had become giddy despite his 
perseverance. Only that remaining thought of his firmly guarded his soul. This single 
desire drove his physical body to gradually adapt to the inheritance strength amidst the 
countless number of destruction! 

However, there was still no end in sight amidst the bitter training. Self-destruction and 
rebirth continued on its endless cycle… 

One year within the Heavenly Tomb was over two months to the Dou Qi continent. 

During these two months, the Central Plains experienced an extreme fluctuation. The 
formation that was placed by the Hun clan covered the entire Central Plains. This has 
resulted in the Central Plains become a place of death that one could not exit from. 

The originally azure sky was currently covered by a thick layer of blood cloud. Sunlight 
penetrated through the blood cloud and shone onto the land. A dark luster shot out, 
causing one to feel incomparably pressured. 

A bloody scent enveloped every corner of the Central Plains. Occasionally, many blood 
light would shoot out from the blood cloud covering the Central Plains. Corpse lay 
wherever the blood light past and blood flowed like river. 

This was a genuine calamity! 

Faced with this action from the Hun clan, countless factions and sects appeared 
extremely furious initially. However, this fury had gradually turned into horror after they 
gathered together and attack the formation, only to end up with most of them being 
killed by the blood light that seemed to penetrate the world. 

Only at this moment did they understand just how vicious and powerful the methods of 
the Hun clan was! 

Faced with the blood light that would occasionally descend on them and cause blood to 
flow over the land? Many sects and factions had no choice but to shift themselves. Their 
destination was naturally the headquarters of the Sk Mansion Alliance. 

At this moment, only the area around the Sky Mansion Alliance headquarters within the 
Central Plains could resist the erosion of those blood light! 



Hence, within less than a month, the area within tens of thousands kilometre of the Sky 
Mansion Alliance was occupied by countless people. Every corner was filled with black 
masses of people. The entire Central Plains had descended into chaos at this moment. 

The alliance was helpless in the faces of these factions that had hurried over to seek 
protection. All they could do was to join hands with many experts to unleash a huge 
defensive barrier that covered a five thousand kilometre radius around the Sky Mansion 
Alliance. 

Despite this being the case, this defensive barrier still seemed to provide an inadequate 
space. Many factions had no choice but to engage in a conflict with the other factions in 
order to maintain their safe area. They even fought with each other, resulting in many 
deaths and injuries. However, the alliance army was unable to intervene in this matter. It 
was already the limit of the alliance army to perform so much. Order was completely 
absent under the threat of death. 

While they were defending, Gu Yuan, Zhu Kun and the others from the alliance army 
had also tried cooperating to stop Hun Tiandi from using all the lives in this world to 
complete the Di tier medicinal pill. However, they ended up returning in failure. How 
could it be so easy to destroy a formation that had absorbed blood and Qi from 
countless of lives and guarded by Hun Tiandi? 

Following the flow of time, the originally flourishing Central Plains was covered in 
desolation. At a glance, it was as though doomsday had arrived. 

With more time passing, everyone felt increasingly hopeless as they saw the aura within 
the blood cloud becoming increasingly fierce and monstrous. All of them understood 
that the moment that the demon came out from the blood cloud would be the moment 
when the Central Plains would come to an end! 

No one was able to stop this situation. The only thing that they could do was to simply 
watch as the bloody aura in the air became denser. 

The blood cloud covering the sun, calamity descends on the Central Plains! 
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Chapter 1642- Hun Di (Dou Di), Hun Tiandi! 

All live cease to exist in the face of this calamity. 

The blood cloud covered the Central Plains for three months. However, it did not show 
any signs of weakening. 



During these three months, the prosperous and lively Central Plains had become 
unusually messy and desolated. Everyone were in panic as they searched for safe 
places to hide. Many had even ventured underground in hopes that doing so would 
allow them to hide from this calamity. 

Thick blood cloud covered the sky above the Central Plains. Dense revolting bloody 
stench permeated the air. The land was bright red. Viscous blood dyed the Central 
Plains until it became like the land of the demons. 

Dense white bone drifted within the sea of blood. There appeared to be countless sharp 
screeches reverberating within the sky, causing one’s pores to stand. 

Such a massacre was extremely rare even in the history of the Dou Qi continent. After 
all, regardless of what kind of big battle erupted, an ordinary person would most likely 
not intervene. However, the Hun clan could be considered extremely heartless this time 
around. Their massacre would not stop because of anyone’s identity. 

Many people became increasingly hopeless in their hearts as they looked at the blood 
cloud in the sky, which left one’s heart cold. With more time passing by, the energy 
gathered within the formation became increasingly terrifying. Everyone knew that once 
Hun Tiandi broke out from his retreat, no one in this world would be able to stop him! 

The entire land was covered by death and darkness. The despair caused one to tremble 
despite not feeling cold. 

Sky Mansion Alliance headquarters. 

Many figures stood on a tall stage. Their eyes contained a gloominess as it penetrated 
through the huge defensive barrier in the sky. Finally, they looked at the blood cloud 
permeating the sky. 

Hun Tiandi’s aura is becoming increasingly strong. I can sense that he is about to 
succeed…” The pressure and silence continued for a moment before Zhu Kun slowly 
spoke. 

The hearts of the few people beside him involuntarily sunk upon hearing his words. 

“Don’t tell me that we are simply just going to watch him complete the final step?” Lei 
Ying clenched his teeth. His voice had some grievance that could not be described. 
They were just like tortoises during this period of time. All of them had shrunk into the 
defensive barrier. This kind of feeling was considered a kind of torture towards his 
somewhat fiery hot temper. 

“The formation has been formed. Just the energy gathered within the blood cloud is 
sufficient to give us trouble. There is no need to even talk about charging inside and 
engage in a life and death battle with Hun Tiandi.” Gu Yuan shook his his head. There 



was a rich helpless feeling within his eyes. The strength of Hun Tiandi was no longer 
something that they could compare with. They might be able to temporarily maintain his 
body. It was quite a difficult thing. It was really wishful in thinking of attack now. 

Hearing this, everyone’s fist were involuntarily clenched. Even they were felt a little 
hopeless in the face of this situation. Even less needed to speak of the others. 

“The area around the alliance was also filled with conflict. Those factions which had 
come to seek protection began to fight each other in order to occupy a safe position…” 
Yan Jin sighed softly. 

“These useless trash. Back then, they were simply idling by the side when we are 
fighting with the Hun clan. Now that they have tasted the bitter pill, they actually dare 
come to seek our protection!” Lei Ying cried furiously. 

Everyone smiled bitterly. Where would these factions find the courage to participate in 
the war between the alliance army and the Hun clan? 

“There is no need to be overly pessimistic. We still have some hope…” Gu Yuan braced 
his attention, smiled and said. 

Everyone appeared to have recalled the final hope upon hearing this. Light surged 
within their eyes. Indeed, they still had some hope… 

“Now… all we can do is pray that Xiao Yan will be able to successfully accept the 
Ancient God inheritance. That is the only way for us to turn things around… 
otherwise,this Central Plains will really be finished. 

The skinny young man’s image floated in his mind as Gu Yuan spoke softly, “However, I 
do believe that he will show us a miracle…” 

“It is naturally for the best if that is the case…” 

It seemed as though Gu Yuan’s words were infectious. The originally tensed group 
relaxed slightly. A smile appeared on their faces. 

Time slowly passed amidst the horror and hopelessness of countless individuals. The 
blood cloud that enveloped the sky created such a pressure that one had the impulse to 
become mad. 

Three months… four months… five months… half a year… 

The blood cloud in the sky became increasingly deep and solemn. At the same time, 
they also became increasingly thick. At times, even the sunlight had difficulty 
penetrating. 



An increasing number of blood light swept across the sky during this period of time. The 
surge of each blood light would be accompanied by a bloody scent that rose to the sky. 

However, with an increasing number of people swarming into the defence barrier that 
the Sky Mansion Alliance had placed, some of the terrifying blood light gradually 
changed their target. At the end, they even began to smash onto the defensive barrier. 
Fortunately, there were many powerful individuals in the alliance. Hence, stabilizing this 
defensive barrier did not pose much of a problem. Of course, each time the blood light 
charged towards the defensive barrier, it naturally caused many to panic. After all, the 
only protection everyone had was the defensive barrier in the sky! 

Once this defensive barrier was broken, they would become a member of the corpses 
that covered the land! 

Half a year slowly passed while countless number of individuals were feeling terrified. 
No overly great earthshaking big battle erupted during this half a year. However, the 
pressurising bloody stench was a much greater cause of craziness compared to any big 
battle. 

The blood cloud merely covered half of the Central Plains during this half a month’s 
time. No experts from the Hun clan appeared. Even Hun Tiandi’s voice did not appear in 
the sky. However, the fierce and monstrous aura from the sea of blood was becoming 
increasingly terrifying with the flow of time… 

On the seventh month after the formation covered the whole of the Central Plains, the 
sea of blood in the distant sky finally revealed some ripples. 

The sea of blood churned. A whirlpool appeared within the sea of blood. After which, a 
huge blood coloured lotus slowly rose from the sea of blood. 

A figure was seated on the blood lotus. Blood coloured hair fell like a waterfall. Some 
even fell into the sea of blood. The figure floated on the sea of blood like a demon 
spreading its wings. 

“A strength that leaves one intoxicated…” 

The human figure’s tightly shut eyes were slowly opened. The scarlet colour that filled it 
caused huge waves to rise within the sea of blood. 

“Crash!” 

The space behind Hun Tiandi became distorted when he opened his eyes. A human 
figure covered in black flames appeared. 

“Those descendant citizens from the Ling, Shi and Yao clans had all been thrown into 
the blood pool. Sixty to seventy percent of the descendant citizens from the Hun clan 



has also been thrown in. However, this had led to much dissatisfaction.” The Nihility 
Devouring flame looked at the human figure, whose hair had turned into the colour of 
blood, and said. 

Those blood eyes of Hun Tiandi fluctuated slightly. He laughed softly. The blood lotus 
was rotated and he looked directly at the Nihility Devouring Flame. 

The black flame in the eyes of the Nihility Devouring Flame leaped after he was being 
watched by Hun Tiandi. He asked in a faint voice, “What is the matter?” 

“There seems to be something extra mixed within the energy of the sea of blood?” Hun 
Tiandi laughed. 

“Oh?” The black flame within the eyes of the Nihility Devouring Flame withered 
intensely. 

Hun Tiandi was full of smiles. His hand was suddenly extended into the sea of blood in 
front of him. After which, he grabbed violently. The entire sea of blood began to churn. 
Subsequently, traces of black light agglomerated in his palm. Finally, it transformed into 
a cluster of black flame. 

“If I were to absorb these energy into my body, a devouring seed would likely have been 
planted right?” Hun Tiandi smiled as he looked at the cluster of black flame. After which, 
he faced the Nihility Devouring Flame and said, “It looks like you aren’t loyal to me?” 

“You have forced me to do this!” 

Fierce light suddenly shot out from the eyes of the Nihility Devouring Flame. Both of his 
hands suddenly pressed on the sea of blood. A ripple was emitted. Soon after; the sea 
of blood fluctuated. Endless black flame spread from it and crazily erupted towards Hun 
Tiandi. 

“Attack!” 

The Nihility Devouring Flame suddenly let out a stern cry when the Nihility Devouring 
Flame attacked. One could see the surrounding space fluctuate. Dozens of figures 
appeared. They hesitated for a moment before widening their mouths and spat out a 
cluster of dense black flame! 

These black flames swiftly gathered. Finally, they turned into a strange array on the sea 
of blood. They subsequently covered Hun Tiandi. 

“Ha ha, it looks like you have quietly schemed during these years. These Elders have 
actually been unknowingly controlled by you…” Hub Tiandi spoke with some surprise 
after seeing these familiar figures. 



“Hunph. Forget about these elders. Most of the clan members of the Hun clan have a 
bloodline seal that I have placed within their bodies. Hun Tiandi, do you really think that 
I am unprepared? With just a thought of mine, your Hun clan will suffer serious losses!” 
The Nihility Devouring Flame laughed coldly. “Originally, I would not have swarp to this. 
However, you actually plan to kill me . You cannot blame me for acting first!” 

“Suffer serious loss?” 

Hun Tiandi shook his head. The expression in his eyes suddenly became dark and 
dense. “As long as I am around, the Hun clan will never end up suffering serious 
losses!” 

“Your current self can also forget about fighting me. That is merely suicidal!” 

Hun Tiandi suddenly stood up from the blood lotus. He laughed out loud towards the 
sky. His mouth widened immediately and a suction force erupted. That black flame 
array covering him was turned into a line of fire that was swallowed by him. 

An aura that seemed to surpass this world suddenly surged out from within Hun Tiandi’s 
body as he attacked. Immediately, a giant wave rose from this endless sea of blood. 

“Bang bang bang!” 

The sea of blood below those dozens of Elders from the Hun clan surged. Finally, they 
were wrapped by blood bubbles. Those blood bubbles were shrunk violently and one 
was able to hear many muffled sound appearing. Their bodies were exploded into 
splutters of blood that merged into the sea of blood. 

These experts from the Hun clan did not even have the opportunity to react before they 
were directly killed by Hun Tiandi! 

“You have already succeeded?” 

The Nihility Devouring Flame finally paled from shock after sensing the vast and mighty 
aura that surpassed the world. 

“I have succeeded for half a month and I was merely waiting for you…” Hun Tiandi 
licked his bright red lips. His palm was aimed at the Nihility Devouring Flame before 
grabbing gently. “In order to congratulate me on successfully becoming the first elite 
Dou Di in ten thousand years, please hand me your essence flame.” 

“Hun Tiandi, the lives of those clan members of the Hun clan can be taken by me with 
just a thought. Do not blame me for being ruthless if you dare attack!” The Nihility 
Devouring Flame roared. 



Hun Tiandi paused momentarily upon hearing this. He turned his head and looked at 
the Nihility Devouring Flame with a strange expression. He said, “You have been with 
me for such a long time. Don’t tell me that you are unaware of my character?” 

The Nihility Devouring Flame felt his heart becoming cold. This fellow was willing to pay 
any price in order to achieve him aim, even if the price was the entire Hun clan! 

“Come over…” 

Just as the Nihility Devouring Flame had comprehended this and planned to flee, 
however, he was shocked to discover that his body was no long able to move! 

“Explode!” 

Hun Tiandi wore a smile. He gently aimed and clenched his hand at the Nihility 
Devouring Flame. The latter’s body exploded apart. It turned into black flames that 
permeated the sky as it crazily fled in all directions. 

Hun Tiandi glanced at the fleeing black flame. He widened his mouth and a suction 
force erupted. The many black flames swiftly flew backwards and entered into his 
mouth. 

“Your present strength is just like an ant in my eyes…” 

Hun Tiandi elegantly rubbed the corner of his mouth with the back of his hand after 
easily swallowing the Nihility Devouring Flame into his body. His scarlet lips appeared 
extremely evil. 

“Now… it seems to that I should head over and finish off those troublesome fellows.” 

Hun Tiandi’s eyes were thrown towards the land. A strange smile surfaced on his face. 
At the same time, a voice, which contained an endless bloodthirstiness resounded over 
the Central Plains in a vast and mighty fashion. 

“Remember that today is the day that I, Hun Tiandi, has gain the title of a god!” 
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Chapter 1643: The Strength of a Dou Di 

“Hun Tiandi… he has succeeded…” 

Gu Yuan’s and Zhu Kun’s expressions suddenly changed as they stood at the 
headquarters of the alliance. Their faces were filled with shock as they were lifted. They 



looked at the thick blood cloud outside of the defensive barrier. For the first time, they 
could sense an aura, which caused their souls to tremble, at that spot. 

That aura was something that only an elite Dou Di possessed! 

The only person within the blood cloud who could become an elite Dou Di was naturally 
Hun Tiandi! 

“Today is the day that I, Hun Tiandi, has gain the title of a god!” 

A vast and mighty voice filled with a bloody scent, descended from the sky and 
resounded over every corner of the Central Plains just as the expressions of Gu Yuan 
and Zhu Kun changed! 

“Hun Tiandi!” 

The area around the alliance headquarters immediately turned into an uproar after 
hearing this name, which was currently regarded as a demon. Everyone suddenly stood 
up. Their faces were covered with horror as they looked towards the sky. 

“Buzz buzz!” 

A hurried warning siren sounded within the star realm while everyone were shocked. 
The alliance army rushed out from all over the place and spread in all directions. Finally, 
it turned into a black mass of powerful army that was suspended in the sky. 

The alliance army had clearly undergone quite a lot of training during this half a year. 
The manner in which the army currently acted involved a much deeper cooperation 
compared to the past. Their auras also appeared unified. 

The chaos gradually calmed as everyone looked at the big army of black mass floating 
in the air. It seemed that the action of the alliance army had caused everyone to feel 
slightly reassured despite everyone understanding that this reassurance was extremely 
fagile. 

Gu Yuan, Zhu Kun and the rest had appeared in front of the large army at the same 
time. Their expressions were grave as they lifted their heads to look at the layers of 
blood cloud outside of the defensive barrier. At this moment, the bloody scent in the 
world seemed to be much denser as compared to before. 

“This aura does indeed belong to Hun Tiandi…” Gu Yuan inhaled a deep breath of air. 
He suppressed the irritation and uneasiness within his heart. With a wave of his hand, 
he spoke in a deep voice, “Everyone, ready yourselves!” 

The alliance army immediately cried out in usion after hearing this. Their aura was quite 
strong. 



“If we do not stop him this time around, this entire Dou Qi continent would likely be 
controlled by Hun Tiandi. At that time, all creatures will die.” Yan Jin spoke in a solemn 
voice. If nothing unexpected occurs, this would be their final battle. 

Gu Yuan and the rest nodded quietly. Hun Tiandi had arrived while being accompanied 
by the might of a Dou Di. Just he alone would be able to fight against the entire alliance 
army. If they were careless, they would likely be defeated in this war, which had 
continued for a long time. 

“Is there any news from Xiao Yan?” Lei Ying asked. 

“No.” Gu Yuan shook his head and replied. “The inheritance of the Ancient God is not a 
joke. It likely requires quite a long time.” 

“But we do not have so much time left.” Lei Ying laughed bitterly. 

Gu Yuan was quiet for a moment before he said, “It is not that I do not wish to inform 
him. However, all of you should know that Xiao Yan is our only remaining hope. Only if 
he successfully advance into the Dou Di class will we be able to fight against Hun 
Tiandi. Otherwise, even if we were to summon him out before that, it would be 
completely useless. At that time, we will only burry our only hope.” 

Yan Jin and the rest sighed softly. All they could do was to nod their heads. They also 
understand that Gu Yuan was indeed speaking the truth. 

“Some of the younger generation of our three clans has already been transferred away. 
At the very least a little of our bloodline will be preserved. Hence, even if we fail today, 
as long as Xiao Yan can succeed, the bloodline of our three clans will still continue.” Gu 
Yuan spoke in a deep voice. 

“Therefore… we must not call Xiao Yan out before he succeed.” 

“You are right. In that case, we will do as you say. Our Lei clan does not have anyone 
who is afraid to die. Even if that bastard Hun Tiandi has really become a Dou Di, my Lei 
clan will still dare to fight him.” Lei Ying clenched his teeth and came around. He cupped 
his hands together and said. 

Gu Yuan smiled slightly. The ripples in his heart had also slowly calmed down. He lifted 
his head and his eyes looked at the thick blood cloud. Currently, it was time to live and 
die with the alliance army… 

The blood cloud that covered the sky did not move as the alliance army waited 
solemnly. Rich bloody scent drifted across the sky. 

However, this kind of silence did not cause one to be relaxed. This was because 
everyone could sense the feeling of an imminent storm… 



The pressurising silence continued for around an hour. Finally, ripples rose within the 
blood cloud, which had covered the Central Plains for over half a year. After which, the 
blood cloud covering the sky slowly parted in front of many people’s eyes. Soon after, 
rushing wind sound appeared. Figures riding on black fog swarmed out in all directions 
from the blood cloud like floodwater. Finally, they floated outside of the huge defensive 
barrier. Their eyes were densely cold as they stared at the black mass of people inside. 

“The Hun clan is finally here…” 

The expressions of many turned somewhat pale as they looked at the large army that 
covered the sky. Although they had already anticipated this scene, their hearts still felt 
an endless horror and despair when this moment finally arrived. 

The Hun clan’s army was suspended in the sky. They did not say anything. Instead, 
they simply watched the countless number of people inside the defensive barrier below 
like a pack of fierce wolves. 

Suddenly, a path was formed within the army. Soon after, a blood colour came over 
from a distance away. After which, it transformed into a blood lotus, which was filled 
with an endless bloody aura, and floated in front of the Hun clan’s army. 

The blood lotus was suspended in the sky. A human figure with messy bloody hair sat 
on it. The bloody stench that permeated the sky had reached an extreme level. Finally, 
the air moved and the bloody aura agglomerated into blood droplets all over the place. 

Blood rain fell and splattered onto the defensive barrier. This spectacular scene cause 
many to feel an endless chill within their hearts. 

“Hun Tiandi!” 

Gu Yuan and the others stared intently at the human figure seated on the blood lotus. 
Both of his hands were involuntarily clenched tightly. That aura… was far too terrifying. 

“Gu Yuan, you have lost…” 

Hun Tiandi sat on the blood lotus. The long bloody hair behind him danced in the wind. 
Those scarlet eyes smilingly stared at Gu Yuan’s group within the defensive barrier as 
he slowly said. 

Gu Yuan’s eyes sunk. He cried out, “Hun Tiandi, the ancient clans has long held an 
informal agreement that our war will not hurt the ordinary people. This action of yours 
will definitely be met with retribution!” 

“What a joke.” Hun Tiandi laughed softly. Immediately, his body slowly stood up from 
the blood lotus. He appeared like the lord of this world overlooking the lands. 



“The current me has already surpassed this world. Who can condemn me?” 

“Rules are always made by the strong. From today onwards, the Dou Qi continent will 
belong to my Hun clan!” 

Hun Tiandi’s voice contained an endless bloodthirstiness as it reverberated over the 
sky. It caused the expressions of an increasingly number of people to pale. Given the 
way the Hun clan acted, if it really controlled the Dou Qi continent, it was likely that 
everyone would have to live in an endless and constant fear in the future. 

“I am the final victor of this war.” A blood light surged within Hun Tiandi’s eyes. Soon 
after, he extended his hand and aimed at the barrier below, which protected countless 
people. Suddenly his palm was clenched. 

“Gu Yuan, given that you were once an opponent who can match me, I shall allow you 
to witness what is called the strength of a Dou Di today!” 

The bloody rain in the sky gathered as his voice sounded. It turned into an extremely 
thin bloody line. The blood line flashed across the sky in a lightning like fashion! 

A hundreds of thousands feet long black line appeared in the sky as the bloody line 
past. The space itself had been directly cut apart. At the same time, the defensive 
barrier below, which was built by many experts combined, did not create any ripples as 
it simply exploded apart in front of those many stunned eyes… 

Everyone became dull as they saw the final defence disappear. Regardless of how the 
blood rained onto his body, the bloody scent caused them to feel death approaching… 

Just a mere random strike and the defence formed by Zhu Kun and the many alliance 
army coĺlapsed… 

The expression of Gu Yuan’s group became ugly as they watched the defensive barrier 
being destroyed. They also became extremely gloomy. The strength that Hun Tiandi 
currently possessed caused even them to shudder. 

“In formation!” 

Gu Yuan’s expression was gloomy. His body rose into the air and suddenly cried out 
sternly. Even though he was clearly aware that he was no match for his opponent, he 
must still fight until the end! 

The densely packed alliance army also cried out furiously after hearing Gu Yuan shout 
out loud. Their cries shook the land. Monstrous Dou Qi surged out from within his body. 
The momentum even managed to scatter some of the blood cloud that covered the sky. 

“Gu Di Mirror!” 



Gu Yuan’s body floated in the vast and endless Dou Qi. The seals formed by his hands 
were altered. Dou Qi gathered. Finally, it turned into an energy ancient mirror that was 
tens of thousands of feet in size. 

After gathering the Dou Qi of so many experts, a terrifying annihilation like ripple 
immediately rose from within the ancient mirror. 

Gu Yuan and the others understood the strength that Hun Tiandi currently possessed. 
Hence, they had unleashed their strongest attack on the first strike. The strength of 
many were gathered along with the might of the formation in order to unleash such a 
terrifying attack. 

“Grug!” 

Gu Yuan spat out a mouthful of essence blood the moment the energy light mirror 
appeared. The blood scattered into the light mirror. Immediately, light rose from it. 

“Swoosh!” 

Gu Yuan had a grave expression. The seal formed by his hands rapidly changes. 
Finally, one could see the energy light mirror tremble intensely. A light pillar, which was 
hundreds of thousand feet in size, suddenly erupted. Even the air itself was destroyed 
wherever the light pillar passed! 

The light pillar had penetrated through the entire sky. It was clearly visible to the entire 
Central Plains! 

Everyone’s hearts were lifted at this moment. Even Hun Tiandi would likely have 
difficulty blocking such a strong attack, right? 

Hun Tiandi, who was standing on a blood lotus in front of the countless pairs of eyes, 
merely smiled indifferently. Those blood coloured palms shot towards the terrifying light 
pillar heading towards him from below. His finger was extended and pressed gently. 

“Shatter.” 

A soft word sounded and a furious dragon like light pillar came to a sudden halt when it 
was still ten feet or so from Hun Tiandi. That finger of Hun Tiandi also gently landed on 
the light pillar. 

“Boom!” 

Not even the slightest energy ripple was formed as the finger landed. The seemingly 
incomparably terrifying light pillar collapsed an inch at a time under those stunned eyes. 
Finally, it emitted a “boom” and turned into light spots that fell from the sky. 



“Gu Yuan, I will be the final victor of this battle.” 

Hun Tiandi looked down at the ugly expression of Gu Yuan below. He smiled faintly as 
he slowly said. 
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Chapter 1644: Coming Out of a Retreat! 

Blood rain fell from the sky in all directions. The entire world seemed to have become 
scarlet at this moment. 

“Is this the strength of an elite Dou Di…” 

Even the heart of Gu Yuan involuntarily felt a deep helplessness after seeing such a 
terrifying attack being destroyed by Hun Tiandi with such ease. No wonder it was so 
difficult to reach this level. The gap between the both of them was just like two 
completely different worlds. 

“You are actually fantasizing about being the world saviour with this strength of yours?” 

Hun Tiandi’s scarlet eyes stared at Gu Yuan . His tone contained a faint mockery. He 
immediately waved his hand. A blood light spluttered from his hand. After which, 
everyone saw that the mountain below and the countless experts on it were directly 
slaughtered. No one could escape or resist. 

Everyone’s expressions once again changed upon seeing this ferocious technique of 
Hun Tiandi. 

“This so called alliance army appeared extremely insignificant at this moment. Gu Yuan, 
I have given you an opportunity back then. Unfortunately, you did not grab hold of it.” 
Hun Tiandi’s blood eyes stared at Gu Yuan as he slowly said. 

“Let everything end here.” 

Hun Tiandi admired the many faces that contained horror and despair. Suddenly be felt 
a little lazy. The things that he had found troublesome to deal with back then currently 
had difficulty attracting his attention. An elite Dou Di was just like the god of this world. 
Everyone else were just like ants in his eyes. 

Hun Tiandi’s long finger was gently pressed down as he spoke. The world immediately 
fluctuated. An endless bloody Qi gathered rapidly at the tip of his finger. Finally, it 
transformed into a blood light that directly hurried towards Gu Yuan. 



Gu Yuan’s heart was startled when he saw Hun Tiandi attack. The Dou Qi within his 
body hurriedly whistled out. However, he was preparing to maneuver the natural energy 
to put up a defence when Hun Tiandi smiled. He pressed his finger and softly stated, 
“Halt!” 

After this voice sounded, Gu Yuan was immediately startled to discover that he had lost 
connection with the energy in the world! 

This unexpected change caused some shock to surge onto Gu Yuan’s expression. The 
reason an elite Dou Sheng was so powerful was not because of the great strength of 
their Dou Qi. Instead, it was because they could maneuver the naturally energy without 
restraint to attack and defend. However, just a soft voice of Hun Tiandi was able to halt 
the ability of an elite Dou Sheng. In this way, it was equivalent to break an arm of Gu 
Yuan. 

“Gu Di Shattering Black Finger!” 

This unexpected change caused one to feel shocked. However, Gu Yuan was 
extremely experienced. After detecting that he was unable to maneuver the natural 
energy, the Dou Qi within his body surged to the limit. A low cry sounded. Monstrous 
Dou Qi gathered into a huge finger. The finger was covered with mysterious lines. After 
which, it ruthlessly struck towards the the blood light. 

“Bang!” 

Blood light and the huge real like finger suddenly collided in the midair. 

“Grug!” 

The seemingly hard Dou Qi defence burst apart rapidly with great ease as the two 
collided. Finally, the blood light ruthlessly smashed onto Gu Yuan’s body an instant 
later. A mouthful of crimson blood was spat out. His body staggered backwards. 
Fortunately, Zhu Kun intervened from behind, aiding him in stabilizing his body. 

“A Dou Di existence dominates this world. You are really far too naive to maneuver the 
natural energy in front of me.” Hun Tiandi laughed faintly. He suddenly lifted his hand 
and aimed at the dense blood cloud in the sky. After which, he clenched his hand 
gently. Blood cloud churned. Immediately a thunderclap sounded. A huge blood 
coloured lightning descended from the sky. It cut through the empty space and 
ruthlessly smashed towards the alliance army. 

“Take formation and attack!” 

Gu Yuan hurriedly wiped off the trace of blood on the corner of his mouth as he cried 
out in a stern voice . If this blood lightning was allowed to strike, the alliance army would 
definitely suffer serious injuries and deaths. 



The alliance army quickly braced their attention after hearing Gu Yuan’s stern cry. Vast 
and mighty Dou Qi swiftly gathered into a huge Dou Qi dragon. It subsequently charged 
forward and ruthlessly collided with the blood coloured lightning. 

“Bang bang!” 

The two enormous being collided in the sky. Glaring intense light shone throughout 
every corner of the Central Plains. However, the entanglement of the two did not last for 
a long time before that demonic blood lightning forcefully scattered the huge Dou Qi 
dragon. 

“Grug!” 

A pale expression surfaced on the faces of many experts in the alliance army as the 
huge dragon disappeared. All of them spat out a mouthful of blood together. Clearly, 
they had been injured by the backlash. 

One man alone was able to fight the entire alliance army! 

The strength of an elite Dou Di had actually reached such a terrifying extent. 
Regardless of how large the group was, it seemed to be completely insignificant in the 
face of such strength. 

Gu Yuan and Zhu Kun exchanged glances. They noticed the shock in the other party’s 
eyes. Although they had already expected that an elite Dou Fi would be extremely 
terrifying, they still had difficulty believing the reality that appeared in front of them. 
Despite having gathered so many experts, they were actually unable to even stop a Hun 
Tiandi! 

“Dou Di… is far too terrifying.” Yan Jin’s face was filled with bitterness. They clearly did 
not have any chance of victory in the face of that type of strength. 

“Regardless of what the situation is, we will be able to turn things around as long as we 
can drag things out until Xiao Yan appears!” Gu Yuan clenched his teeth and said. 

Yan Jin and the others once again laughed bitterly upon hearing this. It was not that 
they wished to delay the matter. However, in the face of Hun Tiandi’s absolute strength, 
all of their actions are completely pointless. 

“All we need to do is delay for a little longer. I can feel that the dragon seal, which I have 
left in Xiao Yan’s body, becoming increasingly faint. That kind of pressure is not 
something that an ordinary elite Dou Sheng can possess!” Zi Yan by the side suddenly 
opened her mouth and spoke excitedly. She and Xiao Yan were connected by a dragon 
seal. Although she was unable to use it to learn of Xiao Yan’s exact situation, she was 
able to rely on the intense ripple from the dragon seal to guess Xiao Yan’s condition. 



The hearts of Gu Yuan’s group shook upon hearing this. Their originally a little gloomy 
eyes revealed a joyous expression. This was likely the beat news that they had received 
during this period of time. 

“In that case, we must block this fellow today no matter what happens “ Zhu Kun lifted 
his head. He looked at Hun Tiandi, who appeared a little demonic as he stood on a 
blood lotus in the sky. A slight ferociousness flashed across his eyes. 

“Gu Yuan, reorganise the alliance army. I will fight him!” 

Zhu Kun did not wait for a reply from Gu Yuan after these words of his sounded. His 
body directly shot towards the sky. Soon after, he twisted his body. A huge dragon, 
which size left one speechless, appeared in the sky. That vast and powerful dragon’s 
might barely managed to scatter some of the blood stench that filled the place. 

“Ancient oid Dragon…” Hun Tiandi looked at the huge dragon floating in the sky. Some 
interest appeared in his eyes. He laughed, “A am in need of a steed now that I have 
advanced into the Dou Di class. If you submit to me, I can protect your Ancient Void 
Dragon tribe. What do you say?” 

“Bang!” 

Zhu Kun did not reply after hearing Hun Tiandi’s words. He widened his dragon’s 
mouth. Purple-gold light ruthlessly shot towards the latter while being accompanied by a 
destructive force. 

“Stubborn fellow.” Hun Tiandi involuntarily shook his head after seeing this. He 
randomly waved his sleeve. The light ray with a shocking momentum directly erupted 
into light spots that was scattered all over the place. He moved his body and he 
appeared above the huge dragon body in a ghost like fashion. He gently stomped his 
his foot and the many purple-gold dragon scales burst apart. Dragon blood flowed out 
from the wound like a waterfall. 

“Roar!” 

This sudden intense pain also caused Zhu Kun to struggle intensely. That extremely 
strong huge body would cause the space itself to shatter each time it rolled. 

“Boom!” 

Hub Tiandi’s blood eyes appeared indifferent. He once again stomped ruthlessly with 
his foot. That tens of thousands of feet large body had been forcefully stormed by his 
body until it fell from the sky. It smashed a mountain range below into a sunken deep 
gully. 



Many experts from the alliance army revealed a dim expression in their eyes after they 
saw that even Zhu Kun was so easily defeated by Hun Tiandi. 

“Uninteresting fight…” 

Hun Tiandi’s body once again returned to the blood lotus. He glanced at the countless 
number of terrified faces and slowly shook his head. Next, the blood lotus supported 
him as he slowly rose into the sky. 

“Let everything come to an end. I do not like the name Central Plains. Hence, this place 
shall be destroyed…” 

Hun Tiandi lifted his right hand gently. After which, he pointed it towards the blood cloud 
that was spread throughout the Central Plains. A dense and ferocious expression slowly 
surfaced on the corner of his mouth as he suddenly swung his palm. 

“Bang!” 

The thick blood cloud suddenly churned crazily as Hun Tiandi swung his hand. Violent 
energy that left one numb swiftly gathered within it. In the blink of an eye, countless 
blood red lightning flashed and appeared within the blood cloud. 

“Bang bang bang!” 

These blood coloured lightning, which was filled with a destructive force, had just 
appeared when it came smashing onto the Central Plains below from all directions. 
Immediately, the entire Central Plains trembled at this moment. The land split. Every 
spot that the blood lightning descended on ended up self-destructing because of the 
sound it emitted. This included even those hidden deep underground. 

The area around the alliance had already lost the protection of the defensive barrier. 
The bodies of those millions or tens of millions of people had ended up exploding as the 
blood rain descended. In an instant, the area around the alliance had been covered with 
viscous blood. Countless number of people fled crazily towards the headquarters of the 
alliance. The scene was as though doomsday had arrived. 

“Bastard!” 

Gu Yuan’s eyes had nearly cracked as he watched this scene. Many experts from the 
alliance were struck by the blood lightning. Without exception, their bodies and even 
their souls had turned into a bloody fog the moment they were struck. 

“Ha ha ha ha!” 

The bloody glow in Hun Tiandi’s eyes became increasingly intense as he looked at the 
Central Plains, which was covered in a sea of blood. He laughed out loud as he stood in 



the air permeated by blood lightning. It was as though he was a world exterminating 
devil who had stepped out from the land of the demons! 

“All forces, retreat and defend!” 

Gu Yuan’s voice was a little hoarse as he cried out. Under the descending blood 
lightning, the alliance army had ended up with terrible deaths and injuries. There was no 
telling how many experts had ended up dying in it. At this moment, all they could do was 
to shrink the defence line and firmly resist. 

Zi Yan and the other ladies watched the monstrous sea of blood that filled their eyes. 
The back of their teeth involuntarily bit tightly onto their lips. This situation caused even 
them to involuntarily feel a despair. 

Cai Lin hugged Xiao Xiao tightly in her embrace. She did not allow the latter to watch 
such a bloody massacre. 

“Mummy, will daddy appear?’ Xiao Xiao’s small face leaned against Cai Lin’s shoulder. 
Her small body was trembling gently. 

“Good Xiao Xiao. Daddy will definitely appear. He still have to come and protect Xiao 
Xiao.” Cai Lin patted Xiao Xiao’s back and softly said. However, her words had only just 
sounded when she suddenly sensed an extremely terrifying energy erupting from within 
the body of Xiao Xiao in her embrace. This strength had far surpassed hers within a 
short instant. 

“Boom boom!” 

While Xiao Xiao’s aura had suddenly soared, the bodies of Xiao Zhan, Xiao Ding, Xiao 
Li and the others became an inch taller almost immediately. Their auras were also 
soaring crazily! 

“It is the bloodline strength! The Dou Di bloodline in their bodies had been activated!” 

Gu Yuan was startled as he watched this scene. A wild joy surfaced on his face. After 
which, he suddenly lifted his head, only to find that layers of brilliant flames had 
suddenly spread in the empty space. They turned into an incomparably huge fire barrier 
that enveloped the area within a five thousand kilometre radius of the Sky Mansion 
Alliance. 

“Bang bang!” 

The blood lightning ruthlessly smashed onto the fire barrier. However, it was not easily 
destroyed like earlier. Instead, the flame churned and incinerated the blood lightning 
into nothing. 



Flame rolled through the sky. Finally, it turned into a human figure covered in brilliant 
flames. 

The faces of Gu Yuan and the rest revealed a joy that was formed from having survived 
through a disaster as they looked at the flame figure. 

“Xiao Yan, we have already reached our limit. Everything else will have to depend on 
you…” 
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The brilliant flame was just like a fire cloud that spread within the empty air. A terrifying 
temperature rose in this place, causing the sea of blood on the ground to quickly 
vaporize… 

“Alliance chief! It’s alliance chief Xiao Yan!” 

“The alliance chief has exited his retreat. We are saved!” 

“All hail the alliance chief!” 

This sudden flame protection caused everyone, who were fleeing in panic, to come to a 
halt. Many pairs of eyes were thrown towards the sky. Finally, they gathered on a 
familiar figure within the brilliant flame. Immediately, the faces of everyone revealed an 
excitement and wild joy. A deafening cheer resounded over this place. Many of them 
had even knelt down in their excitement. The hope after despair caused their faces, 
which still had some lingering panic, to tear from their great joy. 

After the various battles, Xiao Yan’s position in the hearts of everyone within the 
alliance was something that no one could match. Although Xiao Yan might be lacking in 
terms of age and experience, everyone knew that it was precisely these seemingly 
weak shoulders that were supporting the entire alliance! 

In the hearts of many members of the alliance, that figure was one that would never fail! 

This was a kind of cult like crazy devolution that they had towards Xiao Yan in their 
hearts! 

This kind of craziness would clearly spread wildly like a virus amidst this despair. 
Hence, even those who did not belong to the Sky Mansion Alliance also revealed an 
excited expression on their faces. They needed a support that they could rely on in the 
face of complete hopelessness, 



The fire curtain spread in the sky and enveloped the millions of people around. The 
human figure within the brilliant flame also became increasingly clear as the fire curtain 
spread. Finally, the flame weakened and a black clothed figure clearly appeared in the 
air. 

“It is really Xiao Yan…” 

A large number of experts had clustered together a short distance from the alliance 
headquarters. From the looks of it, all of them belonged to the same faction. At this 
moment, a burly man from within the group was lifting his head. His eyes were fiery hot 
as he looked at the figure in the sky. Rich excitement filled his voice. 

“Big brother Liu Qing, is it really him?” A pretty lady behind the man involuntarily asked. 
Who could have imagined that after having not met this person for just over a decade, 
the junior whom she had trained with at the Jia Nan Academy back then had actually 
reached the true peak of the continent. 

“Ha ha, Liu Fei, there is definitely no mistake. Ugh, this fellow is really too terrifying. 
Back then at the academy, his strength was still similar to mine…” The man was 
surprisingly the person called Tyrant Spear Liu Qing back at the Jia Nan Academy back 
then. 

Liu Fei bit her red lips with the back of her teeth. She lifted her head and looked at the 
distant sky, where the figure, which was worshiped by countless of people like a god 
stood. Her expression was a little complicated. Who could have imagined that the 
person, who had a little conflict with her at the Inner Academy back then, would actually 
have reached such a stage? 

Some other familiar eyes were also observing the figure in the sky from other spots 
around the alliance. All of them sighed emotionally. 

“Xiao Yan!” 

The many experts from the Hun clan outside of the fire barrier revealed a dense shock 
in their eyes as they looked at the familiar figure. Clearly, none of them could imagine 
that XiaoYan had actually reached this terrifying stage after having been missing for 
over half a year! 

“Dou Di…” 

Hun Tiandi stood on the blood lotus. His blood eyes had also revealed an intense 
fluctuation. A moment later, he finally could not resist muttering, “How is this possible… 
how is this possible?” 

Hun Tiandi’s expression suddenly became ferocious as he muttered. His voice had also 
turned into a roar that reverberated like a thunder in the sky. 



Hun Tiandi could not be blamed for suddenly losing himself. He had paid an 
unknowingly great price in order to reach this stage today. Yet, after he had succeeded, 
he found that there was someone else who had also reached the same stage as him. 
How could he easily accept this. 

This was especially the case given that this person was merely an ant, which he could 
easily kill a year ago. The unbalance in his heart had reached its limit. 

“Ha ha, you are not the only person in this world who has advanced into the Dou Di 
class…” 

A black clothed young man appeared after the flame scattered. He lifted his head and 
watched Hun Tiandi, who seemed to have lost control of himself. A smile was 
involuntarily formed. Those originally dark black eyes currently had a brilliant luster 
surging within them. They appeared unusually warm and deep. 

There was a fire seal on his brow. It was made of many different brilliant colour. A kind 
of special fluctuation was being emitted from it. In the face of this ripple, the magma 
deep underground had began flowing at a significantly faster rate. 

Xiao Yan quietly stood in the sky. There was not the slightest Dou Qi ripple over his 
body. He appeared extremely ordinary. However, only a genuine expert could sense 
just what kind of unimaginable power was present within the skinny body. That strength 
could destroy the world. 

“Your body has the scent of the Tou She Ancient God!” 

Hun Tiandi was after all not an ordinary person. After experiencing the initial shock, the 
ripple within his blood eyes also calmed down. His expression had a trace of 
gloominess as he carefully observed Xiao Yan and spoke in a dense voice. 

“I was merely lucky in obtaining the inheritance of the Ancient god.” Xiao Yan laughed 
softly. 

“Damn Nihility Devouring Flame!” 

Xiao Yan glanced at him indifferently. Immediately, his eyes swept over this land, which 
was about to break apart. Finally, he extended his hand. A brilliant light landed onto Zhu 
Kun, who was sent flying towards the ground by a kick from Hun Tiandi. The ferocious 
injuries on Zhu Kun’s body were swiftly healed under this brilliant light. 

Zhu Kun’s huge body swiftly turned into a human form after his injuries were healed. His 
expression was slightly pale as he smiled bitterly and spoke to Xiao Yan, “You are 
finally out. If you are a little later, everyone present would have likely been killed by that 
fellow…” 



“Elder Zhu Kun, please rest for awhile.” Xiao Yan said in a gentle voice. 

“Understood.” 

Although Xiao Yan’s voice appeared quite gentle, Zhu Kun could stiĺl detect that vague 
pressure contained inside it. That pressure seemed to surpass this world. Under it, even 
he had no choice but to lower his head. Immediately, he nodded and said, “We will 
guard against the army of the Hun clan. Hun Tiandi will be left to you to deal with. Dou 
Di could ultimately only be dealt with by Dou Di…” 

Xiao Yan smiled and nodded. His eyes swept below. The corner of his lips curled as he 
saw the alliance army having suffered terrible losses. From the looks of it, Hub Tiandi 
was clearly intending to kill all of them… 

“What ruthless methods. You have actually created such a massacre in order to 
complete the final step of the Di tier embryonic pill…” Xiao Yan remarked softly. 

“The winner is king. The process is unimportant.” Hun Tiandi laughed coldly. He stared 
at Xiao Yan and said, “Today will be the decisive battle between all of us. If you lose, 
none of the alliance army will remain!” 

“If you are defeated, the Hun clan will also be exterminated.” Xiao Yan spoke in a faint 
voice. He had long since held a deep hatred against the Hun clan. If he had the 
opportunity, he would definitely not be merciful. He would kill those he ought to kill! 

“Ha ha, good. In that case let me see if it is my Hun clan or your alliance army that will 
be exterminated today !” 

Hun Tiandi laughed out loud. Monstrous blood Qi erupted from within his body. It quickly 
turned into an endless sea of blood. The energy contained within this se of blood was 
terrifyingly strong. 

“Hall members of the Hun clan, withdraw five thousand kilometres!” Hun Tiandi cried out 
in an icy voice was the sea of blood spread. 

The experts from the Hun clan hurriedly pulled back upon hearing his cry. The fight 
between two elite Dou Di could destroy the world. If they were to be caught in it, even 
an elite Dou Sheng would definitely die on the spot. Moreover, everyone understood 
that the ones who were the key to victory were Xiao Yan and Hun Tiandi. The result of 
their fight would decide on the final outcome of both parties. 

“Xiao Yan, today is the day I have become a god.Xiao Yan, you must let me have an 
enjoyable battle!” 

Monstrous blood Qi spread across Hun Tiandi’s eyes. He stood in the sea of blood. At 
this moment, a soaring pride was present. This person might be vicious but he could 



also be considered a haughty and strong individual. One of them would definitely end 
up dying in this battle! 

Xiao Yan had to fight with his full strength in this battle! 

“I will join you till the end!” 

There was also a little excitement surging in Xiao Yan’s eyes. This battle would become 
the top fight within the entire Dou Qi continent in ten thousand years! 

This battle would definitely spread through the generations! 

Everyone halted their breaths as they looked at the sky, which had become empty 
almost instantly. The two of them had not attack but their aura had already pressed on 
everyone’s heart like a mountain. 

“Clamour clamour!” 

The sea of blood covered the sky. Hun Tiandi’s eyes scarlet colour seemed to have 
become much denser. His foot suddenly stepped forward as this face-off lasted for a 
moment. 

“Bang!” 

The entire sky had trembled as he took this step forward. The monstrous sea of blood 
curned crazily. It directly turned into a huge hundreds of thousand feet large blood wave 
as it ruthlessly swept towards Xiao Yan. 

Xiao Yan’s body was any tiny as an ant in the face of the huge hundred thousand feet 
blood wave. 

Xiao Yan’s eyes, which contained a brilliant glow, stared at the blood wave, which had a 
shocking momentum. The energy contained within it could easily shatter a nine star elite 
Dou Sheng along with his soul. 

“Flame, come!” 

Xiao Yan moved his mouth. A soft voice was emitted. The moment it did so, the land 
below rumbled and split into a huge gully. Crimson magma shot towards the sky like a 
fountain. Finally, it floated in the sky, turning into a huge magma wave that violently 
clashed with the blood wave. 

“Boom!” 

The land trembled. Blood rain that was accompanied with magma poured down from 
the sky like a storm. It enveloped around the entire Central Plains. 



Hun Tiandi was unsurprised that his attack was stopped. If it was so easy to finish off an 
elite Dou Di, he would not have insisted on pursuing it for thousands of years. Despite 
this being the case, his expression had clearly become a little more solemn. Xiao Yan 
had received his attack with such ease. This meant that Xiao Yan had also truly entered 
this stage and was not relying on some external item to help him temporarily step into it. 

“Blood Demon Heart Eroding Lightning!” 

Hun Tiandi stepped on the blood lotus. His hand suddenly pointed towards the blood 
cloud that covered the Central Plains. The blood cloud immediately shook intensely like 
a giant organ and violently shrunk into his body. 

“Bang bang bang!” 

During the time that the seemingly boundless blood cloud was shrinking, the space itself 
also crumbled. Dark black cracks in space spread in the sky with a terrifying speed. In 
the next moment, the blood cloud suddenly spread. Countless mountain like blood 
lightning crazily shot towards Xiao Yan below in a storm like fashion. The energy 
contained in every drop of blood rain was sufficient to shock Gu Yuan’s group. 

A grave expression flashed over Xiao Yan’s eyes as he looked at the blood lightning 
that came raining down from all over the place. Incomparably ferocious vicious aura 
was present in the blood lightning. If one was struck and the vicious aura entered one’s 
body, it would end up damaging one’s mind. 

“Mou!” 

Brilliant flame swiftly swept out from within Xiao Yan’s body. Finally, it turned into a giant 
flame person that stood in the air. This flame giant widened its huge mouth. 
Immediately, the world became quiet. An extremely brilliant flame suddenly spat out 
from his mouth like a burning cloud and collides with the countless blood lightning. 

“Rumble!” 

The brilliant flame and the blood lightning crazily collided in the sky. The entire land 
trembled and formed many huge cracks under this incomparably strong energy 
fluctuation. 

Everyone’s hearts were seized as they looked at the blood lightning and flame attacks 
that were exchanged in the sky. Such a terrifying exchange could no longer be 
described with words. Any single attack would likely cause countless deaths and injuries 
if it landed on the headquarters of the alliance. 

“Which of the two has a higher chance of victory?” Lei Ying asked as he stood beside 
Gu Yuan. Even he was also frightened by the terrifying battle. 



Gu Yuan was startled as he heard this. He laughed bitterly and shook his head. “This is 
also the first time I am witnessing a fight between Dou Di. It is really difficult to predict 
just who has a higher chance of victory… however, Hun Tiandi is after all the clan head 
of the Hun clan. An Elite Dou Di had also appeared in the Hun clan before. It is likely 
that he would be a little better than Xiao Yan in terms of the usage of some energy. 

“Of course, you need not be too worried. Xiao Yan had also obtained the inheritance of 
the Tou She Ancient God. He might also possess some lethal attacks…” 

Everyone could only smile bitterly and nod their heads after hearing this. They 
continued to watch the great world battle in an anxious manner. It was basically 
impossible for them to intervene when it come to such a big battle. 
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Blood lightning covered the sky. Hun Tiandi looked at Xiao Yan, who did not show any 
signs of being at a disadvantage when facing his attacks. A gloomy expression flash 
across his eyes. This kind of stalemate fight was not something that he wished to see. 

“Xiao Yan, do not think that just because you have advance into the Dou Di class, you 
will be able to fight against me!” 

Hun Tiandi inhaled a breath of air. His eyes had suddenly become extremely grave. The 
blood lightning that filled the sky had weakened. Hun Tiandi suddenly widened his 
mouth in front of the many terrified eyes. A suction force erupted. The blood cloud that 
permeated the sky had actually turned into a blood light that charged into his mouth at 
this moment. 

The thick blood cloud was gathered from the essence cloud of many people. However, 
it was devoured by Hun Tiandi at this moment! 

After the blood cloud, which had covered the Central Plains for half a year, was being 
devoured, the warm sunlight once again came pouring down. Many people were a little 
excited as they looked at the somewhat glaring sunlight. Only after sensing the 
atmosphere of doomsday arriving did they realise just how precious those usually 
ordinary things were. 

Of course, they also understood that now was not the time to be excited. The battle in 
the sky, which would determine the fate of the Dou Qi continent,had only just entered its 
intense stage! 

“Crack crack!” 



After the blood cloud, which spread over the sky, was swallowed by Hun Tiandi, the 
latter’s body swelled. Within a short instant, it had turned into a hundred thousand feet 
large blood coloured giant. Blood light rapidly gathered on his body. Finally, it turned 
into a layer of blood armour that surrounded the hundred thousand feet large body. 

The blood giant stood in the sky and covered it. In the face of the terrifying visual 
assault, no one suspected that this punch of Hun Tiandi would be able to turn the area 
within tens of thousands of kilometres into a deep gully! 

“Ha ha, this is my Blood Di Body. What can you do?” 

Hun Tiandi’s huge blood eyes stared at Xiao Yan. Currently, wind lightning surged as he 
breathed. He exhaled and the energy of the entire Central Plains seemed to have 
fluctuated greatly. 

“Dou Di’s body…” 

The expressions of Gu Yuan and the others changed drastically as they looked at the 
hundred thousand feet large Hun Tiandi. Being from the ancient clans, they were 
naturally aware that an elite Dou Qi could incorporate the world in their bodies. At that 
time, they would be the world. Just the lift of a hand could destroy the universe. Its 
might was extremely great and terrifying! 

This huge body was not formed from energy. Instead, it was a firm actual body. One 
could just imagine how terrifying the aura of a hundred thousand feet body was. 

This kind of ability is referred to by the others as the Dou Di body. This was because 
one could only use it after reaching the Dou Di class. 

Hence, the expressions of Gu Yuan and the others changed drastically after seeing this 
scene. Before they could panic, however, Xiao Yan in the sky looked at this huge figure 
fearlessly and laughed. His hands formed different seals. Subsequently, the land was 
split apart. Endless magma rose. Finally, they turned into a rich red flame and swarmed 
into Xiao Yan’s body. 

After these rolling red flames surged into Xiao Yan’s body, he began to swell in front of 
the countless pairs of anxious eyes. Moreover, brilliant flame swiftly whistled out from 
the pores all over his body. They turned into many fire dragons that lingered around 
him. 

“You do have some ability.” 

A surprise flashed across Hun Tiandi’s eyes after he saw the brilliant fire dragons 
lingering around Xiao Yan’s body. He immediately laughed coldly, “I wish to see 
whether this Blood Di Body of mine or your Flame Di Body is stronger!” 



Hun Tiandi took a stride forward as his cold laughter sounded. He was accompanied by 
wind and lightning as a seemingly ordinary punch was thrown. It quickly collapsed in the 
sky. Endless blood Qi surged towards Xiao Yan from all directions. The wind was 
incomparably terrifying. 

“Humph!” 

Xiao Yan snorted coldly as he saw Hun Tiandi attacked head on. He did not dodge. A 
punch was thrown forward. The brilliant fire dragon that surrounded him was smashed 
forward ruthlessly. 

“Bang!” 

Blood Qi and the fire dragon collided in an earthshaking fashion. The terrifying wind 
shattered the many mountains below into dust. Countless groups of people hurriedly 
found some hiding places. The destructive force from the battle between the two 
unmatchable people in the sky was far too shocking. 

“Be careful!” 

Gu Yuan and the others hurriedly formed the defensive barrier. This, along with the fire 
barrier that Xiao Yan had placed initially, barely managed to block that terrifying wind. 

“Bang bang bang!” 

Xiao Yan’s and Hun Tiandi’s hundred thousand feet large bodies in the sky took a 
couples of steps backwards. Each of their step caused the space within ten thousand 
feet to be shattered into black emptiness. 

However, they charged forward immediately after they pulled back. This kind of fight 
was not extremely spectacular but it was a collision of extremely strength. No one could 
imagine just how shocking it was when the two hundred thousand feet large beings 
clashed physically. 

Clouds and wind surged as the collision occurred. Lightning flashed. It was as though 
the entire world was trembling because of this fight. 

The clash of the two enormous beings had clearly caused an extremely great 
destruction to the Central Plains. The land continued to shake. Huge crack lines formed 
deep gullies that had split the Central Plains into two. All life were terrified under this 
tremor. Just a slight ripple would be able to kill even an elite Dou Sheng. 

Gu Yuan and the others watched the distant sky with pale faces. The space there was 
repeatedly collapsing. This damage was subsequently repaired. This cycle continued, 
causing one’s pores to stand in fear. 



Such a battle continued for a full half a day. Rumbling shocking sound had spread from 
the Central Plains and reverberated across the entire Dou Qi continent. 

Some of the experts outside of the Central Plains had also detected this tremor. 
Immediately, they began to charge in the direction of the Central Plains. However, the 
terrifying wind that came blowing their way when they were about to step into the area 
of the Central Plains caused them to spit out blood and retreat. All of these experts, who 
appeared calm earlier, had ashen faces. None of them dared to venture in. 

“Flame Mysterious Explosion!” 

Another extremely striking earthshaking collision occurred in the distant sky. A low cry, 
which had been suppressed for a long time, suddenly sounded during that clash. Soon 
after, a terrifying firestorm swept apart. A figure landed violently and smashed the 
distant mountain range into a deep pit. 

Gu Yuan’s group immediately rejoiced after seeing the huge figure falling onto the 
ground. This was because that person was actually Hun Tiandi. From the looks of it, 
Xiao Yan had occupied the upper head in this head on clash between the two. 

“Relying on medicinal pill to advance into the Dou Di class is indeed not considered the 
best option. Xiao Yan has obtained the inheritance of the Ancient God. Moreover, he 
had trained with great effort within the Heavenly Tomb for nearly three years. On the 
other hand, Hun Tiandi had only spent half a year!” An excitement rose on Zhu Kun’s 
face as he said. 

Everyone smiled with great joy upon hearing his words. The great pressure within their 
hearts had also completely disappeared. 

Compared to Gu Yuan’s group, the expressions of those from the Hun clan suddenly 
paled. They also clearly understood what kind of ending would occur if Xiao Yan 
emerge victorious. 

“Bang!” 

The huge body in the deep gully once again soared towards the sky while their hearts 
were panicking. The former looked at Xiao Yan in a somewhat miserable manner. 

“Hun Tiandi, it seems that your Blood Di Body is no match for my Flame Di Body!” Xiao 
Yan slowly suppressed the churning blood within his body and laughed. “Moreover, it 
seems that your strength is beginning to be exhausted?” 

Hun Tiandi’s expression was extremely gloomy. He was well aware of the condition 
within his body. After having exchanged blows, he discovered that even though his 
strength was also extremely frightening, the stamina of his aura was inferior to Xiao 
Yan, perhaps as a result of him using medicinal pill. Additionally, Xiao Yan’s Dou Di 



Body was built from many Heavenly Flames. It was naturally incomparably strong. Even 
his Blood Di Body was actually a little inferior. If this continued, it was likely that he 
would really be the defeated party! 

This was something that he would definitely not allow to happen! 

“Do not celebrate too early.” 

Hun Tiandi’s eyes swept over the Central Plains below. A savage expression flashed 
across them, “Xiao Yan, originally, I did not intend to do this. However, you are asking 
for it. Today, I shall use this entire Central Plains to bury you!” 

Hun Tiandi waved his large hand after his dense voice sounded. A bright blood light 
shot downwards and finally entered the land. Subsequently, everyone were stunned to 
see countless blood light spreading with lightning like speed after landing on the ground. 
The many blood lines appeared just like the blood vessels of the Central Plains! 

Xiao Yan was a little startled as he watched this scene. Looking down from above, he 
could see that the blood light was enveloping the entire Central Plains with an extremely 
terrifying speed.. 

“Bang bang bang!” 

The Central Plains suddenly began to shake violently while Xiao Yan was feeling 
startled. Many hundred thousand feet large blood light shot from various spots on the 
Central Plains towards the sky! 

“The direction that these blood light has risen from… it seems to be the places where 
the Hun clan had placed the Devouring Spirit Eliminating Life formation!” Gu Yuan 
suddenly exclaimed as he looked at the spots where the blood light rose. 

“If the positions where these formations were placed are added up…” Zhu Kun seemed 
to have recalled something at this moment. His expression suddenly changed as he 
cried out in shock, “These positions actually also form a formation if they were added 
up!” 

“Such large array…” Yan Jin’s group were shocked. A formation that surrounded the 
entire Central Plains? Was there really someone who could achieve this? 

“Xiao Yan, my Hun clan had prepared for a thousand years. We are ready for even the 
worst scenario. You will definitely die today!” 

Blood light covered the Central Plains. Those spread over the vast sky. It turned into an 
incredibly large and strange formation! 



“This formation is passed down from the first elite Dou Di of my Hun clan. It’s name is 
the Slaughtering Di Array!” Hun Tiandi’s eyes looked at Xiao Yan in a strange manner. 
He laughed in a dark and cold manner, They had really been elite Dou Di dying in this 
array during the ancient era. 

Xiao Yan’s eyes sunk slightly. He lifted his head to look at the strange formation in the 
sky with blood light lingering over it. He could indeed detect a trace of danger from it. 

“You are indeed worthy of being Hun Tiandi. It is possible for you to even predict the 
situation today…” Xiao Yan spoke in a low and deep voice. This great formation 
required an extremely complicated preparation. Unfortunately, Xiao Yan’s eyesight was 
not sufficiently good. He was actually unable to see the true use of the Devouring Spirit 
Eliminating Life formation. 

“Preparing for the worst case scenario. in everything we do. This is the reason that the 
Hun clan can survive until today.” 

“Xiao Yan, I have activated this formation by using the bloods of tens of millions of 
descendant citizens. You have already lived up to your ability by dying in this 
formation…” 

After the monstrous sea of blood surged into the formation, a strange light suddenly 
flickered within it. The blood light gathered rapidly. Finally, it gathered and turned into a 
huge transparent blood blade that contained an endless bloody stench in front of the 
countless pairs of eyes! 

The blood blade was extremely strange. It did not have a hilt the blood light lingering 
over it seemed to be able to even split this world! 

The bright sun in the sky had dimmed as this strange blood blade appeared. The whole 
world gradually darkened. It appeared as though even the sun, moon and clouds were 
terrified of that strange blood blade!” 

“Everyone from the Hun clan, listen up. Offer yourselves as a sacrifice for the blade!” 

Hun Tiandi suddenly cried out sternly the moment the blood blade appeared. The Hun 
clan army in the distance quickly broke out in a commotion. After which, thousands of 
experts clenched their teeth and shot forward. 

“Swoosh!” 

Hun Tiandi had an indifferent expression. His hand seal changed and the blood blade 
flashed. Soon after, the experts from the Hun clan tens of thousands of feet away, who 
had rushed forward, ended up with their heads leaving their bodies. Blood spluttered 
and their bodies quickly withered. Finally, they turned into dust that scattered over this 
world. 



After absorbing the blood of these experts from the Hin clan, the strange blood blade 
also appeared increasingly real. 

“Xiao Yan, it’s over!” 

Hun Tiandi’s eyes were crazy as they loomed at the strange blade. A mouthful of 
essence blood was spat out. A humming blade cry was immediately emitted as this 
essence blood landed on the blood blade. The feeling of danger in Xiao Yan’s heart was 
increasingly dense as this blade sound appeared. 

The entire place was quiet as everyone watched this scene in the sky. They could feel a 
kind of extremely terrifying aura from the strange blood blade. It was very likely that this 
attack could seriously injure Xiao Yan! 

“Slaughtering Di Ghost Blood Blade… that legend is actually real…” Gu Yuan’s 
expression had become extremely pale at this moment. Others might perhaps not 
recognise this so called blood blade but he remembered that he had once read about a 
lot of records about this Slaughtering Di Ghost Blood Blade from the ancient books! 

This thing had really once killed an elite Dou Di and shock the continent! 

It was unexpected that after tens of thousands of years, they would actually be able to 
personally witness the legendary fierce weapon! 

“This is bad…” Gu Tuan clenched his fist tightly. His expression was as white as sheet 
as he muttered. 
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Chapter 1647: Fight of the two Dou Di (Part 3) 

“Hu…” 

Xiao Yan inhaled a deep breath of air. His expression slowly became grave. If he was 
unable to receive it this time around, it was likely that he would really die… 

“Hun Tiandi, you might be prepared but so am I!” 

Xiao Yan stared at Hun Tiandi. His hand seal changed. After which, he widened his 
mouth. Bright brilliant light shot out. Finally, it soared with the wind. It actually turned 
into a square that appeared in the sky. 

“Heavenly Flame Square?” 



Gu Yuan and the rest were startled as they looked at the somewhat familiar thing. That 
thing was surprisingly the Heavenly Flame square that was taken out from the Ancient 
God Mansion. However, those Heavenly Flame did not have much strength. They were 
mere tokens. Could it be that Xiao Yan was planning to rely on this to block Hun 
Tiandi’s formation? 

The Heavenly Flame square floated in the sky. Xiao Yan’s body moved and appeared in 
the sky above the square. The brilliant flame seal on his brow suddenly danced 
intensely. An indescribable thought fluctuation spread from within the fire seal. It spread 
over the entire Dou Qi continent at an extremely terrifying speed! 

“In the name of the flame Di, all flames in the world listen to my command!” 

Xiao Yan’s eyes were suddenly opened. Brilliant flame surged from within his body. A 
voice that filled with pressure resounded in a vast and mighty fashion over the entire 
Dou Qi continent.! 

“The twenty-third rank on the Heavenly Flame ranking, Mysterious Yellow Flame, in 
position!” 

Brilliant flame lingered around Xiao Yan’s body. He appeared like the emperor of all 
flames. After this cry sounded, a loud explosion sounded from a mountain that was fifty 
thousand kilometres from the Central Plains. A deep yellow flame shot out. Finally, it 
became like a falling star that cut through the sky. It penetrated through the space. 
Within a short instant, it had already appeared above the Central Plains. Finally, it 
directly landed on the stone pillar on the Heavenly Flame square. 

“Bang!” 

After this deep yellow flame shot into the stone pillar. The Mysterious Yellow Flame 
rising from it suddenly soared. It turned into a fire pillar shot towards the sky. 

“Twenty-second on the Heavenly Flame Ranking. Ten Thousand Beast Spirit Flame, in 
position!” 

“Twenty-first on the Heavenly Flame Ranking…” 

Nineteenth on the Heavenly Flame Ranking, Green Lotus Core Flame, in position!” A 
pale green flame surged out from within Xiao Yan’s body and charged towards a stone 
pillar. 

Countless individuals were completely stunned as they watched this spectacular scene. 
Each time Xiao Yan’s cry sounded, there would be a Heavenly Flame breaking through 
the space and arriving. Finally, it would obey his order and enter the stone pillar. That 
appearance was as though Xiao Yan had transformed into the emperor of all flames. 
None of these flames dared disobey him! 



This spectacular scene caused one’s blood to boil from excitement when looking at it. 
That all mighty feeling of having everything in the world obey one’s orders caused one 
to feel an incomparable respect and envy. 

“Seventh on the Heavenly Flame Ranking, Nine Quiet Gold Ancestor Flame, in 
position!” 

Xiao Yan once again cried out loud in the sky. Yan Jin’s body suddenly trembled as he 
stood below. Golden flame broke free from his body in an uncontrolled manner and 
rushed into the stone pillar. 

The next few Heavenly Flames might possess their respective owners but all of them 
easily escaped from the bodies of their owners after being summoned by Xiao Yan. 
They were subsequently shot into the stone pillars. 

“Third on the Heavenly Flame Ranking, Purifying Demonic Flame, in position!” 

Xiao Yan inhaled a deep breath of air. Little Yi also rushed out from his body and shot 
into a stone pillar. A pink fire pillar shot towards the sky. 

At this moment, there were already twenty-one Heavenly Flame fire pillar on the 
Heavenly Flame square. The aura from them could be described as earthshaking! 

This scene also caused Hun Tiandi to be greatly shocked. He could vaguely feel an 
unease. 

Those brilliant eyes of Xiao Yan had turned towards Hun Tiandi when the Purifying 
Demonic Lotus Flame shot into the fire pillar. His hand seal changed as he cried out in a 
cold voice, “Second on the Heavenly Flame Ranking, Nihility Devouring Flame, in 
position!” 

Hun Tiandi’s body suddenly shook as the cry sounded. The Nihility Devouring Flame, 
which he had devoured for a long time, had actually once again showed traces of 
recovery! 

“Bastard!” 

Hun Tiandi’s heart was a little horrified. He could sense that if Xiao Yan was really 
allowed to gather all the Heavenly Flames, the attack that he could unleash would be 
sufficient to defeat him. Hence, he must not allow the Nihility Devouring Flame to also 
be summoned by Xiao Yan. A thought quickly flashed through his heart as he hurriedly 
blocked the summoning strength that originated within Xiao Yan’s body. 

“You have actually devoured the Nihility Devouring Flame? How ruthless!” 



A surprise flashed across Xiao Yan’s eyes as he detected the ripple from within Hun 
Tiandi’s body. He immediately laughed coldly as he suddenly cried out loud, “Nihility 
Devouring Flame, just how long more are you going to wait before you act?” 

“Boom!” 

Xiao Yan’s cry had just sounded when Hun Tiandi’s body suddenly trembled. A black 
coloured flame finally broke out from within his body. Finally, he swiftly charged out of 
the Dou Qi square and turned into a human figure. 

“Hun Tiandi, since you wish to devour me, I will definitely drag you down with me even if 
I die!” 

The Nihility Devouring Flame appeared. His eyes were ferocious as he looked at Hun 
Tiandi. Suddenly, he turned his head. Those ferocious eyes, which he was using to look 
at Xiao Yan, had become a little strange. He was able to sense the pressure that 
originated from Xiao Yan. 

“Flame Di Xiao Yan, ha ha, you have the ability to summon all flames in this world. 
Today, I will obey your orders!” 

The Nihility Devouring Flame laughed out loud with an ugly expression. After which, he 
entered the final stone pillar in front of Hun Tiandi’s furious eyes. 

“Boom!” 

After the Nihility Devouring Flame shot into the final stone pillar, a black flame pillar also 
shot towards the sky. Twenty-two flame pillars were slowly shifted. Finally, they 
gathered in the midair. A brilliant coloured ancient ruler had actually appeared at the 
point where the flames merged. 

“Heavenly Flame Lengthen Ancient Ruler!” 

The eyes of Gu Yuan and the rest suddenly shrunk after they saw the ancient ruler with 
brilliant flames. Their voices had become sharp because of shock. 

“That legendary Heavenly Flame Lengthen Ancient Sword has actually appeared 
through this!” Zhu Kun was dull as he watched this scene and muttered. This was a 
mysterious object that only existed during the ancient times. Very few of those ancient 
experts had even seen it before… 

“Offer sacrifices to the blood sword!” 

A shock had also rose in Hun Tiandi’s eyes at this moment. Immediately, he cried out 
explosively in a sharp voice. 



This time around, a commotion broke out in the army from the Hun clan after hearing 
his cry. There was hardly anyone who flew forward. 

“Traitors!” 

A brutal expression flashed across his eyes after Hun Tiandi saw this scene. Blood 
blades cut across the sky. It directly charge into the Hun clan army. Blood light flashed. 
Countless of heads flew. Within the blink of an eye, only seventy to eighty percent of the 
Hun clan army remained. All those who were left revealed terrified expressions as they 
looked at Hun Tiandi. Their faces were completely pale. 

The blood blade seemed to have grown a pair of blood coloured eyes after having 
absorbed the fresh blood of so many experts. Those eyes were filled with an endless 
chill and evil aura as they looked at this world. 

“You are even willing to kill your own clan members. The word ‘beast’ is indeed a 
suitable description for you!” Xiao Yan’s expression was icy cold as he looked at this 
action of Hun Tiandi. His voice contained some disdain. Such a person was really too 
unlikable. 

“The winner is king. The process doesn’t matter. If I am victorious today, the nortirity will 
naturally be bared by you in the future!” 

Hun Tiandi laughed wildly towards the sky. He appeared somewhat crazy. Immediately, 
another mouthful of essence blood was spat out. He grabbed the blood blade and the 
incomparably sharp edges directly cut his palm. Blood flowed wildly. Subsequently, they 
were quickly devoured by the blood blade. 

“Die!” 

Hun Tiandi’s blood hair was scattered. His expression was ferocious and frightening. 
His foot took a stride through the empty air and the blood blade in his hand swelled 
suddenly. Next, his body directly appeared on the Heavenly Flame square. The blood 
blade turned into a blood glow as it penetrated through the empty space. It shot towards 
Xiao Yan in front of the countless pairs of eyes! 

Xiao Yan’s expression became increasingly grave as he looked at the blood blade, 
which contained an endless amount of danger. He deeply exhaled a breath of lightning 
aura. He grabbed with his hand and the ancient ruler formed by the twenty-two 
Heavenly Flames landed in his hand. He took a stride forward. The brilliant fire ancient 
ruler cut through the space. It was accompanied by an endless terrifying strength as it 
ruthlessly slashed onto the blood light. 

“Clang!” 



Terrifying storm swept wildly over the sky. The defensive barrier of the Sky Mansion 
Alliance was cut almost instantly. Everyone within it were sent flying by ten thousand 
feet. Even the meteorite had exploded into dust at the location of the star realm. 

Terrifying wind directly forced the Heavenly Flame square floating in the sky towards the 
ground. Finally, it smashed and formed a fifty thousand kilometre large deep pit on the 
ground. 

Those in the air, who still had the ability to fly, swiftly appeared in the sky around the 
deep pit. Their eyes hurriedly looked towards the deep pit. Everyone knew that a victor 
would be decided through the all out battle between the two! 

Countless pairs of eyes gathered on the Heavenly Flame square. Two miserable blood 
covered figures were climbing onto their feet. The two Dou Di Bodies had also been 
shattered during the earlier intense big clash. 

“Ha ha, Xiao Yan, even if you can defeat me today, you are still unable to kill me. Once I 
recover in the future, I will definitely get you to pay a bloody price!” 

Hun Tiandi struggled to get up. After which, he staggered as he rose into the air. Waves 
of weary feeling spread from within his body. His eyes were savage as he looked at 
Xiao Yan below with great unwillingness. A hissed and laughed. 

“Cough…” 

Xiao Yan coughed violently a couple of times. His face was as pale as sheet. Blood 
wildly spluttered out from his mouth. This intense battle was far too cruel. However, he 
must not allow this potential danger to flee no matter what. Otherwise, calamity would 
continue to befall the continent! 

“Ha ha, why would I allow you to leave…” 

Xiao Yan wiped off the blood on the corner of his mouth, a strange smile appeared on 
his face. The Heavenly Flame square slowly rose into the air. Suddenly, Xiao Yan’s 
body revealed a brilliant fire glow. The square suddenly trembled as this brilliant flame 
appeared. Another bright coloured stone pillar rose at the middle of the square. 

A smile rose on Xiao Yan’s pale face as he looked at the stone pillar. His body shook 
and it actually began to burn at this moment. 

“Self igniting your Dou Di body? Xiao Yan, you are committing suicide!” 

Hun Tiandi’s face immediately paled from shock after seeing this action of Xiao Yan. If 
the latter was to self ignite his own Dou Di body, he would at least need a couple of 
hundred years or longer in order to once again refine and create it. Moreover, it was 



also possible that he would fail to successfully refine it. The price was quite a severe 
one. 

Xiao Yan merely smiled calmly in the face of Hun Tiandi’s stern cry. The flame on his 
body became increasingly intense. 

“Alliance chief!” 

“Flame Di is righteous!” 

Countless number of people in the entire place seemed to be aware of Xiao Yan’s act of 
risking his life. Immediately, a huge sea of black masses began to kneel onto the 
ground. 

“My body shall turn into a Heavenly Flame to seal you forever. Hun Tiandi, let the 
calamity of this continent come to an end!” 

Xiao Yan’s body had completely turned into a cluster of brilliant flame. The other 
Heavenly Flames on the Heavenly Flame square dimmed slightly in the face of this 
cluster of flame. They emitted a low humming sound, appearing as though they were 
subordinates who had met their emperor. 

The flame had rushed into the final stone pillar after it was formed. Immediately, twenty-
three fire pillars gathered. It directly formed an unusually mysterious array on the 
Heavenly Flame square. 

Hun Tiandi’s face turned ashen as he looked at this flame array. He could sense an 
aura of death from it. His body hurriedly pulled back. 

“Swoosh!” 

However, the huge Heavenly Flame square broke through the empty space and 
appeared below him just as his body was withdrawing. The formation swept over the 
place and sucked Hun Tiandi into it. 

“Rumble!” 

“My Hun clan’s thousand year preparation has actually been ruined in your hands. Xiao 
Yan, I am unwilling to accept this… unwilling to accept this!” 

The formation turned into various fire threads in front of the countless pairs of eyes. 
They entwined around Hun Tiandi’s body. The latter swiftly melted after being entwined 
by the fire threads. Finally, he turned into a cluster of spiritual light. At this moment, Hun 
Tiandi’s sharp roar had also rumbled across the world. 



The fire threads had turned into a huge cocoon the moment the light cluster appeared. 
Finally, it slowly landed on the Heavenly Flame square and slowly sunk deep into it. 
Many mysterious fire symbols wrapped around the entire square like a seal! 

Countless individuals on the ground looked at the fire cocoon that was being 
suppressed in the Heavenly Flame square. Their bodies involuntarily trembled. They 
had finally been relieved from the over half a year of doomsday like feeling today! 

“Has it succeeded?” 

Gu Yuan and the rest wore stunned expressions as they watched the Heavenly Flame 
square floating in the sky and heard the earthshaking cheers on the Central Plains. Had 
they finally stopped this calamity? 

“We… have succeeded…” 

A moment later, the stunned emotion on their faces gradually turned into wild joy. Gu 
Yuan and the rest exchanged glances. Their mood surged. Finally, they involuntarily 
laughed out loud. This time around, their laughter was completely without fear. 

“Xiao Yan…” 

Xub Er and Cai Lin by the side were startled as they looked at the Heavenly Flame 
Ranking. A moment later, they hurriedly rushed towards the Heavenly Flame square like 
lunatics. 

The both of them saw many Heavenly Flame pillars when they arrived at the square. 
Their eyes immediately focused on a brilliant flame at the middle. However, there was 
no one standing there like they had anticipated. Both women seemed to have been 
struck by lightning at that moment. Their pretty faces were white as tears involuntarily 
rolled down. 

“Cough…” 

A weak cough suddenly sounded while both women were depressed and in despair. 
The fire glow on the fire pillar moved and a somewhat illusory figure appeared in front of 
the duo. 

“I’m still alive. It is just that I have destroyed my physical body. All I need to do is to 
create another one in the future…” Xiao Yan was pale as he looked at the two women 
and spoke in a weak manner. 

Two pretty figures pounced at him after Xiao Yan’s laughter sounded. They violently 
collided into his embrace. 



“Do not go and become a hero again the next time…” No one knew who had grumbled 
amidst the crying. 

“If I don’t, this entire continent would be destroyed…” Xiao Yan sighed softly in his 
heart. He immediately smiled and nodded, “This will be the last time…” 

Xiao Yan’s eyes glaced at the middle of the Heavenly Flame square as he uttered those 
words. A Dou Di soul was sealed under it. He would be gradually refined by the flame 
within the darkness. 

The big fight might be miserable but it was fortunate that he had emerged victorious… 

Xiao Yan smiled as he looked at the Central Plains, which had been ruined to the point 
of being covered with holes. A feeling of ease that Xiao Yan had never felt before, 
spread from deep within his soul. 

“I can finally rest…” 

Xiao Yan hugged the two women on the Heavenly Flame square and slowly shut his 
eyes. 

Xiao Yan had worked hard for many years because of various reasons. It seemed that 
the result he had obtained was not bad… 

“Flame Di, Xiao Yan…” 

Xiao Yan curled his lips into a smile as he muttered to himself, “Ancestor Xiao Xuan, I 
have helped you completed what you have failed to achieve…” 
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Chapter 1648: The End Is Also A Beginning (End) 

An incomparable battle had come to a close. However, it had left behind a seriously 
damaged Central Plains. The original prosperity had vanished. Additionally, the entire 
Central Plains had been split into two. A hundreds of thousand feet large deep abyss 
had split the it into two sections. This hundreds of thousands of feet huge deep abyss 
would be named the Two Di Abyss in the future. No one was able to forget the 
earthshaking battle that day… 

The Central Plains had thus declined in prosperity. Fortunately, the disaster had also 
come to a halt. 

The decisive battle had naturally ended with the alliance army being victorious following 
Hun Tiandi being sealed. Although many in the Hun clan had become much stronger 



after Hun Tiandi advance into the Dou Di, most of them had been used by Hun Tiandi 
as sacrifices to the blood blade before they could display this strength. The remaining 
people were a little desolates. Faced with being chased by the alliance army. They did 
not put up much resistance before surrendering. 

Soon after the big battle came to end, the alliance army invaded the Hun Realm for the 
first time. However, the expected flourishing scene did not appear. After entering the 
Hun Realm, all they could see was bright redness. The entire space was filled with 
death. There was hardly any trace of people. 

The alliance army discovered a hundred thousand feet large blood pool at the middle of 
the Hun Realm. The blood inside was incomparably viscous. Densely packed corpses 
and bones were present in the blood pool. Only after seeing this did the alliance army 
understood why the Hun Realm was so empty. 

This was because the people here seemed to have been thrown into this blood pool. 
Hun Tiandi had indeed sacrificed everything to achieve his aim… 

This type of person caused one’s heart to be chilled and terrified. Everyone felt that it 
was lucky that someone was finally able to subdue such a lunatic. 

Some of the remaining people inside the Hub Realm were also brought away. After 
which, Gu Yuan and the rest joined hands to completely destroy this old hideout of the 
Hub clan. From that moment forth, theso called Hun clan would cease to exist on the 
Central Plains… 

Amongst the eight ancient clans, only the Gu clan, Yan clan and Lei clan still existed. 
Oh, of course one must not forget the Xiao clan, who Dou Di bloodline had been once 
again activated because of Xiao Yan progressing into the Dou Di class! 

The so called Dou Di bloodline benefited those whose blood was most closely related to 
Xiao Yan the most. The most obvious effect was naturally that felt by Xiao Yan’s 
daughter Xiao Xiao. She had directly soared violently towards the eight star Dou Sheng 
class the moment Xiao Yan reached the Dou Di class. That speed caused one to be 
giddy simply from looking at it. Although Xiao Xiao had excellent talent, this talent had 
yet to be completely revealed when she had directly leaped into becoming a top expert 
on the Dou Qi continent. This situation caused people like Lei Ying and Yan Jin, who 
had trained for thousands of years, to have an impulse to throw up blood. Was this the 
benefit that the first generation of the Dou Di bloodline enjoyed? 

The Dou Di bloodline was such an abnormal and perverse thing. Otherwise, how would 
it be possible to rely on one’s strength to revitalize the entire clan. 

One could imagine that the entire Xiao clan would completely enjoy the benefit brought 
about by the Dou Di bloodline. Their strength would end up soaring greatly in the future. 



At that time, it was only a matter of time before they return to the powerful era back 
then. 

The alliance army was naturally disbanded after the big war ended. Unless there was 
some unique situation, it would be extremely difficult for such a terrifyingly big war to 
occur on the Dou Qi continent in the future. This was because the current continent had 
an ultimate expert maintaining the balance. 

Flame Di, Xiao Yan! 

A name which had resounded throughout every corner of the Dou Qi continent and 
worshipped by countless number of people. In the hearts of many , it was a divine god 
like existence. He guarded the Dou Qi continent! 

The alliance army was disbanded. However, the Sky Mansion Alliance still existed. 
Moreover, the current alliance was no longer separated into various factions and sects. 
At this moment, they clearly understood that being able to exist in this alliance was an 
incomparably glorious matter. 

That glory originated from the person who stood at the peak of the Dou Qi continent! 

Two years had passed since that earthshaking big battle. The Central Plains once again 
became prosperous. Many sects and factions appeared like shoots after a rain. This 
caused the Central Plains to once again flourish. 

Of course, the Sky Mansion Alliance did not intervene in this. They retained their 
supreme position and quietly observed the development and changes on the Central 
Plains. There was naturally no faction that dared to provoke this unquestionable 
overlord of the Central Plains. 

With the help of the strength of the Heavenly Flame, Xiao Yan had merely used two 
months to once again refine a body after suffering the injury from the battle with Hun 
Tiandi. Fortunately, no sequela remained. 

During these two years, Xiao Yan, Xun Er and Cai Lin organised an unusually grand 
wedding. That wedding was witnessed by the world and countless individuals… this 
was also the promise that Xiao Yan had once given the two women. 

Soon after the wedding, Xiao Yan had once again returned the position of the chief of 
the Sky Mansion Alliance to Yao Lao. His reason was that the current Sky Mansion 
Alliance no longer needed to be supported by him… 

Yao Lao was helpless in the face of this action of Xiao Yan. He was aware that this little 
fellow was planning on being a hands off boss. However, he involuntarily felt some 
heartache the moment he thought of the burden Xiao Yan had to carry all these years. 



Therefore, he could only once again take over as the chief of the alliance and help Xiao 
Yan carry this burden. 

Xiao Yan only left in a leisure and carefree manner after being relieved of 

this burden. He could truly be carefree in this world. 

Time flowed by. Spring passed and autumn came. Over a year quietly passed. 

Three figures sat within a pavilion around five kilometres from Beili City in the eastern 
part of the Central Plains. They lifted their eyes and appeared slightly excited. 

“Liu Qing, will he come?” A gray clothed man with a somewhat sharp expression sat in 
the pavilion. He licked his mouth and asked. 

“Lin Yan, it has been so many years but you are still so impatient.” A green clothed man 
by the side smiled faintly and spoke in a warm and refined fashion. 

“Lin Xiu Ya, I heard that you have established a Ya Gang in the Clear Sky City?” The 
tall burly Liu Qing laughed. He was currently the person in charge of the Liu clan. There 
was quite a great mighty aura on his brow. 

“I am merely playing around.” Lin Xiu Ya laughed. “It isn’t anything remarkable. 
Compared to that fellow, it isn’t even worth a thread of hair…” 

“Ha ha, Lin Xiu Ya, this doesn’t appear like something you will say…” A familiar laughter 
sounded within the Pavilion just after Lin Xiu Ya spoke. Soon after, a figure appeared 
within the pavilion without warning. The figure was in black clothes. It was Xiao Yan, 

“Ha ha, you have finally arrived.” A joy surged onto the faces of the trio after they saw 
Xiao Yan appeared. They quickly stepped forward. Each of them threw a punch on the 
chest of the figure. 

“Hee hee, I have actually punched the Flame Di. This is damn grand.” Lin Yan laughed 
out loud. 

Xiao Yan laughed in a relaxed manner after seeing these good friends whom he had 
been separated from for years. He grabbed with his hand. A couple of wine pots 
appeared in his hand, “Stop uttering any unnecessary words. We will not return until we 
are drunk.” 

“Good, I will accompany you today!” 

The three of them laughed out loud. They unceremoniously received the wine pot, lifted 
their heads and poured the wine into their mouths. 



The four drunk happily within the pavilion. Their laughter appeared extremely free and 
unrestrained as it spread within the pavilion. 

The moon climbed across the sky. Lin Yan and Liu Qing were completely drunk. They 
lay on the ground without concern for their image. None of them had used Dou Qi to 
block the alcohol. They wanted to greatly enjoy being drunk. 

“Where do you plan to go to next?” Lin Xiu Ya’s face was somewhat red as he looked at 
Xiao Yan and laughed. 

“I have held out for so long and have become a little tired…” Xiao Yan laughed. He lifted 
his head and looked at the bright light. “I wish to return to the Jia Ma Empire…” 

“You can head to the Sky Mansion Alliance if you have any problems in the future. I 
have already talked to them…” 

“Ha ha, this background is really a little shocking. It seems that I have really made the 
right choice in heading to the Jia Ma Empire with you back then…” 

“Ha ha…” 

The Flower Sect. 

Due to the alliance having been completely assimilated, the current Flower sect had 
also completely merged into the alliance. However, some of the Elders of the Flower 
Sect still liked to remain in this quiet place. 

An elegant figure was standing on a back mountain in the Flower Sect. Her moon white 
robed outlined her enchanting curves, causing her to appear extremely alluring. 

“Teacher…” A pale-blue clothed lady standing behind the figure softly cried out. 

“Yanran, is there something?” The white dressed woman turned her head and revealed 
a pretty face containing an elegant appearance. She was Yun Yun. 

Nalna Yanran sighed in her heart upon seeing this pretty face that was filled with charm. 
There were many renown experts on the Dou Qi continent and the leaders of various 
factions expressing their love for Yun Yun. Unfortunately, none of them managed to 
make any progress. Her heart was clearly aware that it was extremely difficult for the 
figure within Yun Yun’s heart to disappear. This was even though that figure is already 
married… 

“Xiao Yan has delivered a message…” Nalan Yanran softly said. 

Yun Yun, who had been as calm as water, suddenly turned around after Nalan Yanran’s 
words sounded. This reaction caused the latter to once again smile bitterly. 



“What?” Yun Yun’s voice had involuntarily trembled slightly. 

“He asked… if you are willing to return to the Jia Ma Empire…” Nalan Yanran smiled 
slightly. Her smile was a little sour. 

Yun Yun was startled. The back of her teeth bit her lips tightly. Those pretty eyes of 
hers suddenly became a little moist. There was a place there that she had greatly 
missed. 

That place was not the Misty Cloud Mountain. Instead, it was the Magical Beast 
Mountain Range… 

Jia Ma Empire, Qingshan Town. 

The current Qingshan Town was undoubtedly a lot more bustling compared to back 
then. With the help of the Magical Beast Mountain Range terrain, an increasing number 
of mercenaries began to set up camp here. The reason for doing this was not only 
because it was easier to enter the Magical Beast Mountain Range but it was also 
because there was a clinic in Qingshan Town. 

The clinic was not large. However, as long as one still had a breath remaining, it was 
possible for it to allow one to exit in a lively manner. This place was also the most 
respected place of everyone in the Qingshan Town. 

The area in front of the clinic was always filled with a squeezing crowd. Some of them 
were injured mercenaries while others were the wounded being hurriedly transported 
over from other places. However, there was an ironclad rule in this place. One could 
only take a number and queue in this place regardless of how great one’s status was. 

Of course, this somewhat arrogant rule had initially been met with many cold laughter 
and disdain. However, after an expert Dou Huang, who broke the rule, began to melt in 
front of everyone’s eyes in an inexplicable manner, everyone finally understood just 
what kind of terrifying techniques the white dressed lady, who appeared extremely kind 
and innocent, had… 

Since that day onward, there was no one who dared to disregard the rules of this place. 

There was a simple, clean and orderly wooden table within the clinic. Behind the 
wooden table seated quiet a white dressed lady. Sunlight scattered in from the roof and 
shone onto her face, which had a gentle smile. This beautiful scene caused the injured 
person seated in front of her to be stunned. 

“Boil the medicine into liquid after you return and place in on your wound.” The white 
clothed lady smiled gently. She placed the bag of medicine gently on the table. Her 
black hair poured down like a waterfall, causing her to appear extremely pure and 



alluring. That demeanor caused those people with bloody aura over them caused them 
to feel a little ashamed. 

The injured person took the bag of medicine and left in a distracted fashion. His mind 
continued to reveal that warm smile. Such a lady was so gentle. Just looking at her 
caused all the irritation in his heart to diminish. 

The person queuing at the back immediately rejoiced after the injured person in front 
had left. However, he was just about to step forward when a figure suddenly walked 
past him from the side and sat down on the chair before him. 

“You are seeking death!” 

Everyone were stunned for a moment after seeing that there was actually someone 
cutting queue. After which, all of them became furious. They looked at that figure with a 
murderous aura. Was this fellow trying to commit suicide by finding trouble here? 

“Please queue up.” 

The white clothed lady shifted her body. She did not even lift her head as she arranged 
the medicine at the side. Her voice was soft and gentle, appearing like the spring 
breeze. 

Many people behind quietly laughed coldly after seeing this reaction of hers. This fellow 
was going to be out of luck if he did not leave… 

However, that person, who was sitting on the chair like a rogue, suddenly laughed while 
they were all mocking coldly. “Given our good relationship, I think there is no need to 
queue, right?” 

“This bastard, he actually dares to tease her?” 

Everyone were stunned after hearing these words which seemed to be taking 
advantage of her. Was this fellow really an idiot? Did he really think that this seemingly 
weak lady was an ordinary woman? 

Many pairs of eyes began to contain some pity as they stared at the figure. Some 
people even sighed softly and shook their heads. Of course, there were naturally many 
people whose eyes were filled with anger because this person had offended the 
untouchable fairy in their hearts. 

While these people were prepared to see a tragedy happen, however, the hands of that 
white clothed lady, who had shifted her head to arrange her medicine, suddenly 
trembled. She was startled for a moment before her pretty face was hurriedly turned. 
Immediately, a smiling familiar face appeared in her eyes. The back of her teeth gently 
bit on her red lips. 



“Aren’t you afraid of being lonely by leaving alone?” The black clothed man laughed 
softly. 

His words caused the furious people behind to be suddenly startled. By the time they 
recovered, however, this white clothed lady’s voice had sounded in a saucy fashion. It 
caused everyone to become stunned, appearing as though they had been struck by 
thunder. 

“You are unwilling to accompany me, so I can only leave by myself.” 

The black clothed man rubbed his head. He looked at those somewhat dim intelligent 
eyes of the white clothed lady. After smiling bitterly for a moment, he finally asked, 
“What about coming with me to live in Wu Tang City?” 

The white clothed lady covered her mouth and laughed softly. There was a red moisture 
appearing in her pretty eyes. Her lips contained a warm and gentle arc. 

Everyone who were queuing felt their hearts shatter after seeing this reaction of hers. 
They immediately felt a despair… 

Jia Ma Empire Capital, Jia Ma Sacred City. 

Today was considered an important day for the Jia Nan Empire and even the entire 
north-western region. This was because the Yan Alliance biennial auction would be held 
in the Jia Ma Sacred City. 

The auction was extremely grand. The items being auctioned were also at the peak 
level. Each time the auction was held, it would not only attract various factions and 
experts from the north-western region but even those from the other regions would 
come after hearing about it. 

The location of the auction was the middle of the Jia Man Sacred City. That place was 
where the headquarters of the Mite-er clan was located. 

Densely packed human figures filled the area under the tall thousand feet large crystal 
ceiling. The fiery hot atmosphere had kept the auction in a high atmosphere. Of course, 
the reason for this heated atmosphere was not completely because of the auctioned 
items. It was also very much related to a person. 

That was a bewitching lady who in a red cheongsam.. The fitting dress exposed her 
voluminous matured curves in an extremely vivid fashion. Her every frown and smile 
revealed a matured aura. 

Of course, although those seated had some desire towards the tempting woman on the 
stage, all of them understood that this lady was not some beautiful flower vase. A 
significant reason that the Yan Alliance was able to become so powerful in the north-



western region was because of her management methods. The properties under her 
spread across the entire north-western continent. Moreover, her information network 
was also able to clearly investigate everything one did. 

Although this woman did not have great talent when it came to training and had only 
reached the Dou Huang class by relying on medicinal pills, there were countless of elite 
Dou Zongs under her who would risk their lives to work for her. Who would dare 
describe her as a flower vase, given this ability of hers? 

This woman had a special nickname in the north-western region. Golden Female 
Emperor. Additionally, her name was Mite-er Ya Fei. 

Ya Fei wore a lazy expression as she stood on the auction stage and looked at the 
people who had paid a price many times the value of the object to purchase it. She 
involuntarily laughed softly and shook her head. Immediately, she took out a scroll 
containing an ancient aura from her Storage Ring. Her numbing voice was filled with an 
endless enchantment. 

“Tian class low level Qi Method, Thunder Skill. Starting bid, three billion…” 

Her words immediately stirred some commotion in the auction. The eyes of many 
became fiery hot. However, no one knew of this heat was because of the scroll or the 
person… 

However, a Tian class low level Qi Method clearly had a great weight in this place. 
Hence, many sects and factions were eager to obtain it and showed signs of being 
about to fight for it. 

“Three billion… can it be a little cheaper?” 

However, the bidding was about to start when a laughter suddenly sounded from 
nowhere. Everyone were stunned. They involuntarily laughed out loud. Who was so 
stupid? Did he think that this was a marketplace? Trying to bargain? 

Many pairs of eyes followed the voice and shifted. Finally, they paused at the front row. 
A black clothed young man had appeared on the originally empty chair at some 
unknown moment. 

Ya Fei on the stage was also startled because of the voice that suddenly sounded. Her 
pretty eyes turned towards the chair. The extremely valuable Tian class low level Qi 
Method let out a ‘bam’ sound as it fell onto the ground after his eyes looked at the 
smiling familiar face. 

“Three billion with one person added in. Will this do?” 



The black clothed young man looked at this extreme temptation, who had become even 
more matured compared to back then, and laughed. 

The expressions of many sunk after these words sounded. Some of the guards in the 
auction had already swiftly surrounded the person while wearing gloomy faces. After 
which, they moved closer to the black clothed young man. They were certain that this 
person was here to create trouble. 

However, just as everyone were prepared to watch a fun show, Ya Fei on the stage 
looked at the clear black eyes comparable to back then. A moment later, she gently bit 
her red lips. A rare bewitching enchanting smile surfaced on her face. 

“I can consider it…” 

Her voice reverberated throughout the auction ground. After which, the originally boiling 
auction ground became completely silent. Those guards had also halted their footsteps. 
Their faces were dull… 

Times flies. It would not stop for anyone. Without realising it, over a decade had passed 
since the Two Di Battle back then. 

During these decade plus time, many new geniuses had appeared on the Dou Qi 
continent. There was a continuous stream of new experts showing their edge, adding 
some excitement to this continent. 

Flame Di Xiao Yan had completely faded from everyone’s sight during this decade plus 
time. However, the various legends about him continued to spread. They had become 
increasingly exaggerated as they passed on from one person to the next. This caused 
him to be greatly respected. 

Jia Ma Empire, Wu Tang City. 

Wu Tang City was a holy site in the eyes of many citizens within the Jia Ma Empire. 
This was because that place was the headquarters of the Xiao clan. The Xiao clan had 
produced countless of experts during these years. There were hardly any group that 
could match it even in the entire Dou Qi continent. 

There was a little child laughter vaguely being emitted from a manor that stood at the 
middle of Wu Tang City. 

If one’s sight leaped over the tall wall, one would see a few children rolling and playing 
around within the courtyard. Their laughter sounded continuously. 

A young man placed his hands like a pillow behind his head as he sat on a stone chair 
in the courtyard. There was a grass in his mouth. His eyes were smiling as he enjoyed 
the warm sunlight. 



Beside the young man was a lady in pale green clothes. Her long delicate hand was 
skillfully cutting a fruit. After which, she gently placed it into the young man’s mouth. The 
lady was about to stand up after doing this when an arm hugged her delicate narrow 
waist. She was pulled into his embrace while emitting a lovely cry. After which, the man 
ruthlessly killed on the lady’s face, causing it to turned bright red. 

“Lin-er and the rest are still present…” The green clothed lady chided in a lovely and 
embarrassed manner. 

“It is fine if they watch. We are already an old couple…” Xiao Yan curled his mouth and 
laughed. 

“Father, you are bullying mum again! I will tell Cai Lin mum!” A dignified and somewhat 
cute boy suddenly appeared after Xiao Yan’s voice sounded. Both of his hands were 
placed on his waist as he cried out loud. 

“Little brat, you actually dare threaten your father. Go to one corner and play.” 

Xiao Yan rolled his eyes. He randomly waved his hand and a gentle breeze blew. 
Seeing this, the boy’s body immediately emitted an extremely powerful Dou Qi light 
pillar. Unfortunately, he was still being blown away when the breeze blew over. Finally, 
he landed gently onto the ground. 

“You…” 

Xun Er involuntarily knocked Xiao Yan and reprimanded upon seeing this. 

Xiao Yan smiled. He lifted both of his eyes and looked at the sky. The smile on his face 
slowly disappeared as he softly said, “I have some strange feeling during this period of 
time…” 

“What is it?” Xun Er asked in a startled voice. 

“Xun Er, do you know why the elite Dou Di on the Dou Qi continent all eventually 
disappeared?’ Xiao Yan asked. 

“Why?” Xiao Yan returned the question in a slightly surprised manner after hearing this. 

“Perhaps… they had left this Dou Qi continent.” A faint light flickered within Xiao Yan’s 
eyes as he softly said. 

“It can’t be right?” Xun Er muttered in a startled manner. 

“That feeling is becoming increasingly intense. In at the very most half a year, I will 
perhaps have an answer…” Xiao Yan hugged Xun Er and said. 



Xun Er nodded slightly after hearing this. Her arms, which were entwined around Xiao 
Yan’s waist had unknowingly increased its strength. 

Half a year passed by in the blink of an eye. 

There was a towering stone tower at the headquarters of the Sky Mansion Alliance in 
the Central Plains/ 

There were countless number of experts suspended in the air around the stone tower. 
Their eyes contained a fiery heat as they looked at the top of the stone tower. A black 
clothed young man was sitting quietly at that spot/ This was the first time that they had 
seen this legendary person in a decade. 

Flame Di, Xiao Yan! 

“Do you think that Xiao Yan is speaking the truth?” Zhu Kun looked at Xiao Yan before 
turning his head and asked Gu Yuan at the side. 

“This… I don’t know either. However, it seems that this is the only way to explain why 
the elite Dou Di on this Dou Qi continent has completely disappeared. It is not easy to 
kill a person at that level…” Gu Yuan hesitated for a moment before replying. 

“Ugh…” 

Zhu Kun sighed. He had an extremely complicated feeling in his heart. If that was really 
the truth, they would really be considered the fog in the well. 

The calmness in the sky continued for half a day. Finally, it suddenly formed waves of 
mysterious fluctuation when the sun was about to set. 

Countless number of people held their breath. Their eyes were shocked as they 
watched this scene. 

The ripple became increasingly intense with the flow of time. At the end, Xiao Yan 
suddenly opened his eyes. A Qi pillar that seemed to have penetrated through the world 
rose from the top of his head. Finally, it shot into the distant sky in front of all the eyes 
within the Central Plains. 

“Hum hum!” 

The ripple in the sky became extremely intense as this Qi pillar shot out. A moment 
later, a tunnel that contained a faint light seemed to have broken through the restrain of 
the space in this plane and appeared in front of countless pairs of eyes. 

Xiao Yan abruptly stood up when the tunnel appeared. His expression was grave as he 
looked at this scene. He could sense a familiar feeling from within the tunnel. 



Origin Qi! 

It was the Origin Qi, which had already vanished from the Dou Qi continent. It was also 
the crucial thing to allow someone to advance into an elite Dou Di! 

The entire world had become quiet had this moment. Zhu Kun and Gu Yuan widened 
their mouths. A great storm rose within their hearts. When the tunnel had appeared, 
they could clearly sense that their strength, which had not progressed for a thousand 
years, actually began to show signs of growing! 

“Gulp…” 

Their eyes were incomparably excited as they looked at the light tunnel. An extremely 
intense throbbing appeared from deep within their souls. This feeling told them that if 
they were to enter the tunnel, they would definitely experience a breakthrough in their 
strength! 

“Hu…” 

Xiao Yan let out a deep breath. Those dark black eyes, which had been calm for many 
years, once again revealed a fiery heat. His originally cooled blood seemed to have 
begun to boil at this moment. 

“The end was indeed also a beginning…” 

A smile was lifted on the corner of his mouth. Perhaps this would also be a different 
beginning. 

THE END 
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